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Atmospheric pressure plasma is non-thermal at millimeter to micrometer separations. 

It represents an alternative low exergy initiator of many chemical reactions. In many 

instances heat, light or sound are not efficient providers of the necessary energy to 

overcome chemical activation barriers. The focus of this research is applying dc 

nonthermal plasma for gas and liquid chemical processing. The sub-millimeter 

dimensions offered by microtechnology are utilized to activate the majority of the gas 

or liquid stream. This enhances conversion, product yield and process efficiency. 

 

The first reported sustained dc emission from arrays of micro-emitter electrodes is 

contained within this thesis. This is the first formation of constant dc microcorona fields 

at atmospheric pressure in air and hydrocarbon gases.   
 

Methane is chemically converted in several microchannel devices to higher value 

products. A discovery that may lead to improved recoverability of stranded natural gas 

in our current energy cycle. Methane conversion to either C2 or C3 hydrocarbons of up 

to 80% with high selectivity are demonstrated. A finite element chemical engineering 

mathematical model for the hydrocarbon coupling reaction is developed. 

 

Plasma microreactors can also dry reform methane to synthesis gas. The feasibility of 

microplasma carbon dioxide dry reforming in a microreactor with a dc sustaining 

voltage under 1kV has been demonstrated. More than 60% conversion is achieved in 

the unoptimized reactor with nearly complete selectivity to synthesis gas.   

 

A plasma microchannel device can completely degrade representative trace toxic 

organic contaminants in a single pass. Rhodamine B is a colorimetric dye used as an 

example organic compound. A G50% factor, which represents the energy required to 

remove half of the starting contaminant, is tabulated for both a batch reactor and 

microchannel device. The plasma electrochemical activation of advanced oxidation 

chemistry converts from E-6 to E-11 moles per joule of input energy.  
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Chapter 1- Introduction 

1.1 – Thesis Goals  

 

The objective of this study is to demonstrate the activation of chemical reactions using 

nano or micro-sharp electrodes for the formation of non-thermal plasma in high 

pressure air and a condensed phase. Understanding non-thermal plasma chemical 

activation of these reactions opens new chemical synthesis pathways that previously 

required thermal excitation or catalysts to supply the activation energy for a reaction. 

The advantage of driving chemical reactions electrically rather than through light, 

thermal or catalytic stimulus will contribute to higher conversion, selectivity and 

process efficiency. 

 

The first goal is to catalog the energy savings that arise from reducing the size of the 

plasma to the microscale. This tends to soften the plasma electron energy distribution 

toward lower electron energy. Part of this goal is also to quantify the conditions which 

are necessary in order to create microscale fields of dc plasma emitter electrodes. These 

fields of emitters allow a dense uniform emission of electrically parallel microcoronas 

to be activated in a single continuous flow device for use in chemical processing. This 

is the first report of an active field of dc coronas in a microchannel device in electrical 

parallel at atmospheric pressure in air or other gases. The current-voltage characteristic 

of several nano and micro-emitters is identified. Native electrochemically fabricated 

metal microstructures and nanostructures, grown via thermal chemical vapor 

deposition on an electrodeposited metal catalyst, have been tested for reliability in 

flow-through microreactor conditions. Material constraints are identified and 

subsequently addressed. The stages of corona, spark, glow discharge, and pulsed 

discharges are identified and applied to the gases of interest for the generation of stable 

non-thermal plasma at 100μm, 150μm, 250μm and 400μm electrode separation 

distances. The characteristics associated with electrical transport within atmospheric 

pressure gas are catalogued with respect to applied potential. The current is measured 

continuously and the microplasma discharge is spectroscopically monitored through 

transparent reactor components. 
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The second goal of the atmospheric pressure plasmas employed in a microreactor is to 

hydrocarbon couple methane feeds to valuable higher molecular weight feedstocks. 

This is performed using microgaps which enables high conversion to be achieved over 

one or many paralleled emitters at the necessary ultrafast residence times. This first 

step is a platform from which to efficiently examine the possibility of generating non-

thermal plasma environments in plasma microchannel devices for sustainable 

chemistries. Dry reforming of methane with carbon dioxide is also studied to examine 

the practicality of extending this microreactor plasma conversion to other reaction sets.  

 

The third goal is to characterize the hydrocarbon coupling microreactor in detail and 

model the probable reactions as a finite element model that is fit using kinetic data. 

This model is then used to predict a second set of data from the same reactor under 

different conditions. The second set of data can be produced by parameterizing any 

other process variable. The robustness of the model indicates the correctness of the 

assumptions made regarding the plasmas reactive size and energy distribution. 

 

The fourth goal is the degradation of trace organic toxins in ppm concentrations. A goal 

which is represented by the decoloration of Rhodamine B. The application of an 

identical pulse network to both a stirred cuvette reactor and a flow-through plasma 

microchannel reactor will be used to demonstrate that microcorona discharges can 

completely decolor Rhodamine B in the length of a single microchannel. The ability to 

drive efficient dc microplasmas in the liquid phase is developed as a platform to remove 

trace organic contaminants from groundwater. This advanced oxidation process is 

proved to be effective at reducing representative contaminants from ppm to ppb levels. 

 

These goals are unique to this dissertation. The ability to use micro-emitter arrays to 

process and perform synthetic chemistry in a dc corona microreactor has not been 

accomplished prior. Two groups world-wide have studied non-thermal plasma using 

nanostructures to achieve improved results in power consumption. These studies use 

dielectric barrier discharge at the half millimeter scale in a gas phase and dc high power 
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discharges generated at nanotube probes for chemical sensing in aqueous medium. No 

study has attempted to miniaturize low energy stable, pulsed dc or constant dc corona 

discharge to the scales required to treat microreactor flows in the liquid or gas phase 

with nano or micro-emitter electrodes. The microscale allows non-thermal plasma to 

activate at much lower potentials; thereby achieving better reactivity per input energy 

per fluid volume and while activating the fluid uniformly at the emission site.  

 

The corona discharge produces an intense electric field at the interface of the plasma-

liquid boundary. Solvated electrons from the intense field theorized to generate 

hydroxyl radicals directly at the interface of the corona and the condensed phase.1 Short 

application of the waveform results in energy savings because the lifetime of the most 

active degradation species are limited in duration to several microseconds. Time must 

be allowed to make full use of as many active species as possible before applying 

another pulse to maximize advanced oxidation process efficiencies. The dc voltage was 

applied continuously and pulsed while performing these studies on plasma 

microreactors. The pulse speed varies from several hundred microseconds to 

nanoseconds in duration. Either a high power dual spark gap with charging circuit or 

IGBT solid state switch is employed to generate the applied waveforms. A signal 

transformer is coupled to an oscilloscope in order to sample waveforms at 2Gs/s and 

nanosecond resolution. The dc discharges are measured in several gases and above a 

liquid as described in each of the goals sections. 

 

 

1.2 – Primary Objective  

 

The ability to drive reactions in a plasma microreactor for energy production and clean 

water is the primary objective that will be supported upon completing each of the goals 

mentioned in this dissertation. It must be understood whether plasma microreactors 

have the potential to perform C1 to C2 conversion chemistry at high efficiencies or if 

plasma microreactors can produce syngas from carbon dioxide, methane mixtures. 

Microcorona flow-through microchannel devices have never been studied for advanced 
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oxidation of trace toxic organic contaminants. The ability of the corona discharge to 

completely decolor a dye in a single pass through a microchannel device is reported. 

Reactions that are included in this study are hydrocarbon upgrading, methane dry 

reforming and liquid dye decoloration. These reactions are analyzed using Fourier 

transform infrared attenuated reflectance (FTIR-ATR), optical spectroscopy, high 

performance liquid chromatography, gas chromatography thermal and helium 

ionization detectors (GC-TCD/HID) and mass spectroscopy (MS).  

 

The gas phase data indicates conversion of methane in dc microplasma filaments to 

higher molecular weight hydrocarbons that are successively dehydrogenated. Attempts 

to chemically catalog the conversion, selectivity, and efficiency of the plasma process 

are performed through the use of gas chromatography.  

 

The experimental liquid phase oxidation of organics in aqueous phase is conducted 

with dyes as the chemimetric that represents many possible toxic organic contaminants 

and demonstrates the efficiency of the plasma microreactor process. Dyes have 

frequently been treated in literature using other advanced oxidation processes in order 

to provide a useful tool for cross-comparison. One unique aspect of this liquid phase 

study is that the same power application technology is applied to fundamentally 

different types of plasma reactor configurations to evaluate their performance in a 

single study. In addition, this is the first study to treat nonthermal plasma from 

microcorona discharges to plasma microchannels. The majority of the data is compiled 

using uv-vis spectrophotometry. The effect of process parameters such as pulse 

duration, frequency, power, feed concentrations, flow rates and chemical 

concentrations are monitored, parameterized and reported. Conclusions were drawn 

regarding reaction rate and pathway using the traditional chemical engineering toolset. 

 

A finite-element solution is developed so that the four coupled partial differential 

equations describing plasma systems in air can be simplified to reaction engineering 

rates and reaction volumes. These are applied to design better plasma microreactors. 

The computation time and requirements for the developed models are reported. Kinetic 
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parameters and flow profiles are used to inform meaningful engineering decisions. The 

most important contribution may be the application of microplasma technology for 

chemical synthesis and clean water at the microscale. The ability to separate mass 

transport from previous plasma technologies is only possible at the microscale. This 

allows this dissertation to generate kinetics without mass transport limitations. New 

generations of ultra-efficient devices are enabled through the hypothesis addressed in 

this dissertation. 

 

 

1.3 – Literature Review  

 

The advent of recent advances in nanoparticle and micro-catalysis offers chemical 

engineers new catalysts with extremely high surface areas per mass. These catalyst 

improvements reduce the need for large quantities of expensive and rare catalytic 

materials.  

 

Microreactor development efforts seek to house these nano and micro-heterogeneous 

catalysts in a reactor that affords both maximum productivity and processing rate. This 

can be accomplished when the surface to volume ratio is very high. Many microreactors 

can be designed with surface to volume ratios of 10,000. That is a large number when 

compared to conventional chemical tanks which may only have a surface to volume 

ratio of 3. Design and manufacturing fundamentals allow microreactors to be adapted 

not only to catalysts but to other surface activated or surface transport dependent 

reactions. The microreactor platform is also a useful tool for reaction kinetics extraction 

and for enhanced control of chemical processes. A benefit of microreactors is improved 

kinetic measurement and mass and heat transport by offering reduced length scales. 

Microlength scales and their incredible surface to volume ratio often improve the 

reaction conversion efficiency of reactions that are surface mediated, such as when 

using solid-phase heterogeneous catalysts or when excellent heat transfer can safely 

remove the maximum concentration limits for safe chemical processing. This increase 

in yield is typically accompanied by enhanced productivity. Production rate can be 
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increased by increasing the number of the devices operating in parallel with each other. 

In this way, the processing capability of microreactors can match any product demand. 

“Numbering up” is the term used for increasing production in a microreactor process. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: A microreactor design by Oregon State University (CBEE).2 

 

The advantages of microtechnologies certainly necessitate exploration and their 

intelligent design requires a thorough understanding of this technology platform. Many 

microreactors can reduce reaction times of 1hr to 10s.3 This is due to enhanced surface 

mediated reactions by improving concentration gradients near the surface. The micro-

width in a microreactor accelerates the diffusion in its shorter dimensions. This leads 

to uniform residence times and extraordinary product selectivity by eliminating non-

uniform concentration profiles which have the potential to aggravate competing 

reaction pathways. This homogenization is in the direction of the smallest dimensions, 

allowing the fluid to be converted to product as it proceeds down the length of the 

reactor. This sequential treatment of the fluid element improves the conversion 

efficiency since regions of low concentration do not mix with regions of high 

concentration as in a batch or mixed flow-through reactor. Low concentration fluid at 

the faster center of the microchannel is prevented from interacting with slower moving 

high concentration fluid at the wall by microreactor designs which distribute the 
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velocity of the fluid through geometric path lengths. This allows each flow path to 

achieve an equal residence time, improving controllability and maximizing the 

concentration driving force for the rate laws.4 In this way, yield can be enhanced over 

batch processing due to controlled flow uniformity that maximizes concentration 

gradients. Temperature controls allow even higher concentrations of potentially 

explosive chemicals to be used safely. This increase in concentration makes reactions 

begin more rapidly. In conclusion, the even residence time offered by microreactors 

improves product selectivity by eliminating side reactions that would occur in larger 

scale reactors that do not have excellent flow uniformity or heat uniformity.   

 

In this dc corona microreator study, the electrode gap required to access certain 

desirable plasma states at atmospheric pressure is only possible at sub-mm separations. 

Essentially, this means that microtechnology is the only reactor sized to the scale of the 

plasma. It is demonstrated in this study that the plasma regimes accessible previously 

only at low pressure are achieved at high pressure using microemitters and microgaps. 

These microplasma reactors possess unique reaction products based on the uniform 

residence time, uniform concentration profiles and the reduced electron energy of 

microplasmas. These unique facets of plasma microreactors result in high selectivity, 

conversion and energy efficiency. The distribution of electron energies in a plasma 

determines probabilistically which reactions of the possible several hundred are 

strongly activated. Microtechnology is necessary to control the plasma discharge 

energy density itself based on electric field and charge density conditions. This results 

in new possibilities for controlling the chemical product type and yield of a reactor. 

 

The reactivity of a microplasma diminishes rapidly from the point of initiation. It is 

therefore useful to treat microplasmas within a microreactor platform that fully utilizes 

the plasma surface to fluid volume ratio. Atmospheric pressure plasma can drive very 

useful reactions to high conversion at remarkable efficiencies if it is applied at the 

microscale. This dissertation contains the first demonstration of large field activation 

of multiple atmospheric pressure dc microplasmas in series in air and other gases. 

These large fields are used to activate hydrocarbons, carbon dioxide and water. 
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It is commonly known that in a methane feed the degree of ionization is determined by 

the reduced electric field. This degree of ionization is controlled by the electron energy 

distribution present. The amount of methyl radicals and the degree of dehydrogenation 

is, in this way, easily controlled by the scale of a dc discharge. The flow velocity 

through the discharge is another parameter that strongly determines the yield of specific 

products. For example, the residence time for “successive dehydrogenation” of ethane 

to ethylene and then to acetylene is ~10-6 – 10-5s and 10-4 – 10-3s respectively.5 Rapid 

flow induced cooling or addition of oxygen can suppress successive dehydrogenation 

and higher hydrocarbon formation. 

 

Microplasma can be used to deposit metallic or dielectric films, nanotubes or 

nanoparticles. In the future, these processes may fuel the 3d printing of circuit 

architecture. These chemistries can operate at atmospheric conditions. Typically, the 

chemistry involved in these depositions is primarily oxidative. For example, in 

depositing SiO2 morphologically pure amorphous films on a substrate, a gas precursor 

such as BPTEOS (silane or siloxane) is passed over the surface of the material which 

is to be coated with silicon oxide. Non-thermal atmospheric pressure plasma is highly 

reactive when compared to low pressure analogs. High conversion of dilute streams 

containing the silicon precursor is possible. A one weight percent siloxane in air is 

sufficient for growth rate to be very rapid (0.1 to 1µm/min).  

 

The mechanism for fracturing silanes (which depends on if it is ion or electron 

mediated-but is most likely ozone mediated under these conditions) results in methyl 

or siloxane radicals being formed. In air, carbon tends toward CO2 and H2 tends to 

convert to H2O which forms while silicon is oxidized to SiO. 

 

Plasma discharges into aqueous mixtures of alcohol form smaller molecules tending 

towards lower molecular weight alcohols, methane, and hydrogen and provide an 

inexpensive route to fuel a hydrogen economy from transportable fischer-tropsch fuels.  
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For aqueous environments, plasma discharge is a promoter of radical generated 

peroxides in aqueous environments. It is desirable to determine the reaction 

engineering fundamentals of microplasma hydroxyl mediated chemistry. A dye can be 

used to extract pure kinetics from microreactors which unlike their mixed flow-through 

reactor counterparts are not hindered by mass transfer limitations which strongly dictate 

the perceived kinetics that are often reported. Without plasma microreactor studies the 

potential to reach ultra-high conversion efficiencies is unguided. Using microplasma at 

the microscale with dc plasma discharges to degrade a common tracer, the author is 

removing misconceptions about the maximum achievable efficiencies for advanced 

oxidation processes that utilize plasma. The overall reaction is described by a 

mechanism which progresses largely via hydroxyl-radical scavenging peroxides for 

severely mass transport limited systems. At the interface of the plasma and the liquid, 

hydroxyl radicals themselves persist long enough to directly react with dye. Mass 

spectrometry can be used to detect the completeness of the mineralization of the dye 

while uv-spectroscopy detects the destruction of the electron conjugation along the 

backbone of the main part of the photoactive organic molecule.  

 

Atmospheric pressure plasma can be either self-sustaining or made up of short transient 

bursts.6 There are five major types of atmospheric pressure plasma. The type of dc 

plasma generated is dependent on the current density, pressure, distance and reduced 

electric field. The lowest current regime is the dark regime which is composed of 

Townsend streamers. These streamers can be constant or pulsating. The next regime 

with a higher current density is the corona regime, in which the discharge does not form 

a complete conduction filament. Following the corona regime is the spark discharge 

regime. Sparks are intense bursts which are rarely prolonged. After the current density 

(or distance is diminished) is increased further, the glow discharge region is reached. 

This region has a very flat current-voltage relationship for gaps less than 1mm.7 As 

opposed to a glow, an arc discharge is thermally intense and operates at high currents. 

Plasma can be generated using dc electric potentials, ac electric potentials, ac 

inductively coupled fields, microwave gigahertz technologies and even triggered or 

excited by lasers.  
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Below are illustrations of a variety of atmospheric pressure plasma types (dc corona, 

ac DBD, an ac plasma jet and spark). 

 

  

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Images of example high pressure plasma. A corona discharge at reduced dimensions (top-

left).8 An ac electric potential driven dielectric barrier discharge plasma at large separation (top-right).9 

A plasma jet (bottom-left)10 and a spark discharge (bottom-right).11 

 

Each of these types of plasmas appear to be visually equivalent but actually can possess 

very different properties. The structure of each plasma can be fundamentally different 

based on the driving electric fields. The locations of the plasmas most energetic 

electrons can be in a physically different locations. For example, only gigahertz plasma 

creates an oscillating field so fast that heavy charged plasma ions are confined to a 

narrow zone near the conductor. 
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All these types of plasma can be encountered in modified combinations depending on 

the energy input mode. For example, alternating current can be applied to a bare 

electrode and a shielded electrode in order to supply the needed electric field for plasma 

formation. While these discharges (termed dielectric barrier discharges) appear to be 

unlike their dc current counterpart, they actually consist of Townsend streamers that 

transition to diffuse glow discharges as the waveform for the applied potential changes. 

At atmospheric pressure, these discharges happen many times a second at the kilohertz 

frequencies used for most ac plasmas. These rapid but discrete discharges appear to be 

single silent unique glow-like plasma while in actuality they are plasma which is 

continually transitioning between the similar types of plasma found in dc discharges. 

Atmospheric pressure rf plasmas are plasmas undergoing restructuring of the plasma 

at radio frequencies. Microwave plasma can activate microplasmas from a distant 

energy source beamed to resonant electrodes. Even more interesting is the superior 

performance for simple plasma systems when waveforms combining dc and ac modes 

are employed. 

 

  

 

Figure 3: A microwave microplasma array (left) 12 is shown through a protective grating. Improvements 

in synergy between plasma excited with dc and ac signals have been recorded in literature for a few 

limited systems (right). 13 
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Plasma can also be formed at atmospheric pressure by thermally populated higher 

energy levels, by using chemicals whose rapid reactions invert the electron distribution 

or by stimulated light emission from coherent monochromatic light amplification 

technology. 

 

Formation of stable dc non-thermal plasma requires extensive engineering even if 

microscale and nanoscale emitter electrodes are used. For this reason, non-thermal 

plasma has almost exclusively been generated in noble gases. Stable plasma is 

generated at atmospheric pressure above metal holes at fields as low as 109V/μm. A 

natural observation, which regards the transition to microscale reaction engineering, 

points out that flow can be added to remove the heat generated during discharge that 

causes instable glow to arc transitions. The erosion of the electrodes during dc rather 

than pulsed dc operation is reported during observation of metal vapor lines from the 

cathode emitter electrode on optical intensity spectra.14 

 

Figure 4: Spectra of argon microdischarge array at 150Torr operates in parallel without individual 

resistive ballast. 

 

One group is able to take their hot 1000K plasma system and sustain room temperature, 

non-thermal plasma at pressures up to atmospheric at reduced voltages in Air, Ar, H2 

and H2/CH4 for novel lithography electrode microscale systems.15 The spectral 

emissive lines of microplasma in a variety of mediums and their spatial distribution in 

dc pulsed microplasmas are reported.16, 17 
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Figure 5: The microplasmas at 20μm, 30μm, 75μm and 100μm in Ar/N2 use the same applied electric 

potentials from Reference [17] (© [2013] IEEE). 

 

It has been accurately observed that a single electrode point defines macroscopic 

breakdown, but collective one-dimensional nanostructures use flux-convergence-

effects to intensify local electric fields which interact with lesser space scales through 

a gain factor which relates the field intensity at the surface to the macroscopic field 

intensity.18 Uniform glows 1 cm2 in area are sustained at 300V to a Paschen minimum 

of 0.1Torr-cm. Apparent diffuse discharge in an inhomogeneous electric field is easy 

to realize in atmospheric pressure air, nitrogen, and other gases with voltage pulse 

durations ranging from nanoseconds to several tens of nanoseconds.19 During the last 

decade, microplasma has continued to astound the scientific community with advances 

in the understanding and applications of microplasma at a rapidly reducing scale and 

improving pressure limitations. The driving research towards stable microplasma 

designs in micrometer spacing have demonstrated Penning ionization in plasma at 

scales of 5μm and below. 
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Figure 6: RF voltage plasma microchannel is directed along an ionization path by a sub-picosecond 

KrF laser at University of Illinois (right). A 760Torr microplasma completely fills the 50 separate, 50μm 

silicon microchannels (left). 20 

 

Low voltage atmospheric pressure plasma can be activated in even smaller microgaps 

that are placed near larger electrode gaps. Afterglow initiation charge carriers from the 

smaller microgaps stimulate reduced discharge potentials in the large gaps. Stable 

atmospheric pressure discharge at 270μm is possible at electric potentials below that 

predicted by Paschen’s curve. A 10μm gap seeding plasma in the larger gap produces 

turn-on electric potentials at 400V and sustaining potentials from 200-300V. 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Parallel electrodes separated by distance B are seeded by microdischarge gap A which 

provides substantially reduced minimum sustaining voltages. 21 
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CA1 and CA2 are the two cathodes which are shown next to the anode. Figure is from 

Reference [21]. Discharge is identified in the 10μm gap before the 270μm channel is 

seeded and discharges. The smaller gap is pulsed out of phase with the larger electrode 

gap in order to continuously seed the larger electrode gap. The initiation of non-thermal 

plasma is demonstrated to occur through the formation of a spark streamer during dc 

discharge. The current versus voltage characteristic has been reported for 50μm 

separations between cathode and anode emitter electrodes. The slightly negative 

voltage response for increasing current during breakdown shows hysteresis if the flat 

glow regime is traced backward from the subnormal glow regime towards a corona 

discharge. The electric field for sustained generation of atmospheric non-thermal 

plasma from rounded wire tips is reported as 7V/μm.22 The stability of the discharge 

depends on the external reactance of the circuit. The stability translates into operating 

in a different regime of discharge while at the same current and voltage effectively 

shifting the current versus voltage characteristic. The transition from corona to glow 

and glow to arc modes for non-thermal plasma has been studied using nanosecond 

pulses at several distances and temperatures even upwards of the electron temperature. 

This demonstrates that no spark formation occurs during nanosecond pulses and offers 

great promise for plasma discharge in condensed phases.23 The flow rate of gas passing 

over the emitter electrode affects the regime of discharge for non-thermal plasma with 

higher flow shears injecting instability in the discharge.24 The distance is not the only 

defining parameter for inception electric field. The emitter material is subject to 

cathode column and surface emission barriers which for platinum yield onset potentials 

of 277V and for copper 370V.25 Light emission has been reported in silicon metal 

microgaps of 2-15μm at potentials as low as 30V. Erosion of the cathode and deposits 

on the anode were reported for silicon surfaces and are thought to vaporize or sputter 

surface material from interface to interface. Rf plasma has been studied as electrode 

gap diminishes in size. The electric field of the sheath and bulk are compared to 

determine for any frequency when the glow regime is reached. An intense increase in 

sheath electric field is attained somewhere between 102 to 318μm. The sheath thickness 

occupies nearly the entire 102μm gap almost completely eliminating the bulk thickness. 

RMS voltage is greatly reduced for substantially higher current densities.26 This 
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microplasma regime clearly delineates itself from what is observed with larger 

atmospheric pressure plasmas. This does not however exclude rf from generating large-

area cold atmospheric pressure microplasmas in air at low powers in low flows of inert 

gas. Rf plasma has been generated between stainless steel mesh and copper plates at 

13.56MHz for 3mm separation gaps in open air for tube to plate configuration.27 At the 

microscale, plasma inevitably encounters the boundaries of the electrodes and in that 

spatial confinement loses charge density which must be resupplied to sustain discharge. 

This can be provided by nanostructured field emission from the cathode if the electric 

fields are high enough.28 Unstable glow discharge to arc transition is reported at 

voltages from 300 to 600V for silicon-metal or silicon-silicon electrodes.29 Non-

thermal plasma also produces solids from the vapor phase. Carbon monoxide is 

reported to produce suboxides on the surface of the emitter.30 The stability of the non-

thermal microplasma results in a balance of thermal ionization in spots of locally 

increasing current density and is typically accomplished by reducing the size of the 

separation or providing external reactance to counter and smooth rapid internal changes 

in the plasma. Parallel parasitic capacitance is offered as a tool to govern the thermal 

characteristics of the plasma through changes in the electric field during discharge 

which are associated with ionization.31 Microscale and larger scales of dielectric barrier 

discharge are contrasted and compared in terms of discharge potential, current, 

reactivity and gas throughput.32, 33 The stability of nanofibers other than carbon 

nanotubes has been explored and their resulting current versus voltage characteristics 

reported. Emission over 1 hour records no change at 13.6V/μm.34 The minimization of 

electrode erosion during direct current film deposition is critical for various 

applications. The analysis of a H2 plasma jet describes the possible sputter processes in 

low temperature plasma. EDX is used to identify impurities based on changes in the 

electrode geometry and SEM determines the presence of microclusters of iron from the 

stainless steel electrode which are deposition primarily through high speed neutrals and 

H chemical etching.35 Studies in ignition using transient plasma have determined that 

electrode geometry does more to influence discharge than polarity of the discharge. 

Streamers were observed to consistently leave the electrode with higher electric field 

even after polarity reversal.  
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Electrode damage hinders many applications especially during spark discharge. 

Electrode damage is not observed during nanosecond pulsed plasma used for reactive 

ignition of a mixture. This leads to the conclusion that nanosecond pulsed transient 

plasma is non-thermal and will be very useful in many industrial applications including 

combustion.36 Nanosecond impulses produce stable macroscopic glow discharges 

using either controlled pulse durations or duty ratios. Correspondingly, the minimum 

pulse duration for this behavior in a microplasma discharge should be studied. Also, 

the frequency of that discharge should be parameterized since a more rapid frequency 

with yet the same pulse width will certainly affect charge transport in the intracavity 

region. 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Nanosecond pulses from a dual spark gap transformer at 65kV for wires 4cm apart.37 

 

A dielectric barrier non-thermal atmospheric pressure plasma jet has also been ignited 

from a smaller dielectric barrier parallel ring discharge. More than 56% of the system 

energy is consumed by the first discharge in the dielectric barrier discharge and the 

time required to develop the peripheral plasma jet depends upon the applied electric 

potential. Rapidly-pulsed dielectric barrier plasma from the first discharge generates 
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the plasma jet from which detaches a plasma bullet traveling away from the parallel 

rings of the dielectric barrier discharge source in the direction of the helium gas flow. 

The plasma frequency, which is related to pulse duration, is different in that it describes 

the repetition rate of the pulses and in part defines a pulse duration. Pulse duration is 

the time for which a single pulse is applied and does not indicate the pulse repetition 

frequency. The frequency response of dc and ac breakdown processes in micro and 

nano gaps is of interest for high speed electronics operating at the GHz to THz range 

and has implications in microplasma generation applications. Traditional vacuum 

relationships between frequency and distance between electrodes do not hold for 

atmospheric pressure microplasmas. At very high frequencies the breakdown voltage 

is usually three times lower than predicted. This is an effect of trapped ions whose low 

drift velocity cannot transverse the distance of the gap within the time frame of the 

rapidly reversing field. Nitrogen for example commonly displays dc breakdown 

voltages of 130V at 19μm with copper electrodes and has its predicted critical 

frequency at 6.3GHz.38 

 

It is also possible to replace one of the plasma electrodes with conductive water. A 

potential can be applied to the fluid with one electrode in the fluid and the other a 

charged column of plasma or by two immersed electrodes both in the liquid. An electric 

potential difference in a liquid drives plasma electrochemistry. How rapidly the electric 

potential changes its peak intensity defines the electric overpotential and the 

electroactive species that will be generated in largest quantity.  

 

A schematic that demonstrates the most common electric discharge configuration is 

shown below. The reactor consists of a metal tank. An electrode is charged to the 

opposite polarity of the liquid. Plasma forms at the interface and can penetrate into the 

liquid once the peak applied voltage is sufficient for streamer propagation. The gas 

head space overhead is frequently charged with oxygen or argon or air. The electrode 

itself is often sharp in order to reduce breakdown voltages. The liquid itself is well 

mixed in terms of stable chemical species. 
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Figure 9: A commonly studied reactor type for liquid interface plasmas is the mixed flow tank reactor. 

 

Energy efficiency is typically reported in terms of the energy required to remove a 

certain percentage of contaminant. A G factor of G50% indicates that 50% of the starting 

concentration of an organic toxin has been degraded. In the case of an organic dye, it 

is usually colorimetrically deactivated.  

 

There are a variety of combined systems which have high reported efficiencies.39, 40 A 

reasonable point of division between different non-thermal plasma technologies is due 

to the differing types of air/water interfaces. Jets, bubblers, droplet exchangers can 

replace the plasma interface and affect surface discharge mass transport or even the 
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discharge type itself. Examples of discharge types are immersed glow discharge 

electrolysis, gliding arc discharge, corona discharge, interfacial glow discharge, 

dielectric barrier discharge, and immersed electric discharge and plasma jets. The 

reaction kinetics associated with pulsed partial discharge in the direct injection 

configuration achieved 4.3 g/kWh-1 using a 57kV peak impulse and ferrous sulfate and 

carbon particles.41, 42 Pulsed corona discharge, which is typically more efficient than 

discharge electrolysis, has been surpassed by a non-pulsed diaphragm glow discharge 

reactor in which conductive solution is separated from anode to cathode by a high 

dielectric diaphragm with microscale hole. The 200μm deep hole allows discharge at 

the microscale with conductive water on either side of the diaphragm acting as the 

electrodes so that there is no damage to the actual electrodes.43 Pulsed signals would 

likely have caused discharge from the real electrodes since there is an effective 

macroscopic time delay for charge to move from the metal electrode to the discharge 

diaphragm unless the discharge could be limited by pulse duration. Glow discharge has 

been improved by the addition of multiple anodes.44 The direct mineralization of certain 

sulfonates has been demonstrated.45 Fenton’s reaction has been studied with respect to 

glow discharge and the COD was found to decrease rapidly.46 A vapor sheath typically 

forms around the discharge at the platinum electrode which is responsible for the metal 

vapor emission spectra which are orange-red. 

 

 

 

Figure 10: Contact glow discharge electrolysis is depicted at a platinum electrode with fully developed 

vapor sheath surrounding the electrode. 
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The discovery of contact glow discharge electrolysis was made in liquid ammonia and 

is one of the first studies that summarizes quite well the phenomena of contact 

electrolysis.47 

 

 

Figure 11: The frame by frame development of a noble gas discharge above and entering the liquid from 

the reverse electrode at 25Hz frame rate. Figure is from Reference [50]. 

 

The gas-liquid reactors are treated thoroughly in literature. Typically one electrode is 

in the gas above the liquid.48 The generation of peroxide is recorded and monitored 

during operation of non-thermal plasma in an air/water system.49 An excellent study 

which shows dc glow discharge extending throughout the gas and liquid even records 

the formation of the glow at the electrode using a 25Hz frame rate.50 The 

desulfurization process has been performed using pulsed plasma in a quartz tube gas-

liquid packed bed.51 The kinetics of non-thermal plasma desulfurization are explored 

at reduced temperature.52 Several atypical reactors have been developed and some 

possess a very high efficiency. Non-thermal plasma electrospray pin to plate electrode 
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configuration separated by 4cm and discharging with G factor of 2.5g/kWh can 

completely remove phenol. This is the highest reported G factor in literature 

currently.53 A wetted-wall reactor attempted to incorporate carbon nanotubes for 

improved phenol degradation using non-thermal discharges.54 Drupe shaped discharges 

were studied in a non-thermal plasma suspended capillary drip discharge reactor.55 Air 

bubbles, injected into discharge capillaries, provide stable low voltage discharge at 

microscale anode-to-cathode separations. The discharge current is 0.6mA and the 

discharge voltage is 500V. The typical energy per pulse is 60nJ.56 The study of sodium 

emission spectra seems to require large amounts of vaporized fluid for long discharge 

times.57 The ability to generate plasma in condensed phase at low power is largely due 

to the application of pulsing technology. The yields of peroxide using 0.3 microsecond 

pulse technology can be much lower than at larger scales wherein the formation of gas 

on the emitter during the onset of slower pulses of applied voltage made possible 

streamer formation within the gas bubbles. The GH2O2 factor of 8.2E-9mol/J has been 

achieved at large and microscale electrode gaps using 20kV peak waveforms with 3μs 

pulse durations involving gas/liquid systems at microsecond pulse durations. The 

gradient in radical concentration drops off very rapidly from the discharge streamer. 

Researchers have endeavored to determine if streamers can be widened so that their 

produced electrons can reach higher efficiencies in the production of free radicals. The 

energy yield for plasma reactors ranks pulsing, air/water mediums, and reduced scale 

(thin films of water) as the most critical when improving efficiency.58 Microtechnology 

employs scales which are on the order of normal discharges which promotes efficient 

utilization of non-thermal plasma. Mass and heat transfer improvements increase the 

reaction rate and reduce electrode damage. This not only means a shorter space 

residence time but longer performance lifetime. The majority of plasma applications in 

microreactors pertain to purely gas phase studies.59 The design of microreactor plasma 

systems depends on the flow, non-thermal plasma interaction, material constraints and 

separation distance of the anode and cathode. The distribution of ozone in a gas liquid 

microreactor is performed for reactivity.60 Very recently, the benefits of 

microtechnology been realized with regard to plasma formation at the microscale; 

however, the successful application of the technology at high efficiencies was not.61 
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The lifetime of an unprotected sharp metal emitter is typically 10 to 20 minutes.62 The 

slow microsecond discharges are fast enough to prevent arc formation by preventing 

the streamer from propagating the full distance between the cathode and anode before 

the applied voltage is removed. This can be seen best in a time resolved image of a 

pulsed electrode. The separation distance is specifically selected for the 600 ns pulse 

duration using a Marxbank generator so that the discharge was just beyond the anode. 

The arc does not form and the fluid is treated entirely.63 If the scale is reduced to say 

microscale, it is obvious the pulse duration must decrease linearly since the plasma 

velocity fronts for streamer formation are linearly related to distance.64 The negative 

discharge is much slower than the positive discharge and would most likely be very 

useful at the microscale if larger voltages are needed for non-thermal plasma formation 

on short non-arcing time scales since voltage like gap distance also affects streamer 

propagation speed. 

 

 

 

Figure 12: The time scale for discharge in water at macroscopic scales shows slightly different 

development rates for reversed polarity discharge from sharp electrode points. 65 

 

The electric potential for streamer formation at 10mm separation gaps is approximately 

5kV. The corresponding point for 100mm is 20kV. The brightness of the discharge is 

proportional to the water resistivity.66 

 

A detailed experimental study of non-thermal plasma generated between two tungsten 

filaments specifically focuses on the growth and compression of the bubble formed 

during discharge in aqueous media. The study relates well to laser induced chemical 

reactions that produce bubbles by clearly describing partition energies throughout each 
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phase of bubble development. Accurate monitoring of radiative waveform from 

photodiode and hydrophone with simultaneous 10MHz sampling and high-speed 

camera records at frame rates near 3000frames/s allows a clear picture of the discharge 

event to be characterized energetically. Small and large bubbles behave differently. 

During the growth phase, intense heat is generated as the optical intensity rises. Internal 

temperatures are deduced from the Stefan-Boltzmann Law regarding surface 

temperature and thermal radiation. Estimates of this surface temperature peak at 

18,000K which is relatively low compared to most studies. Temperatures and energy 

partitions during each phase are reported.67 

 

 

Figure 13: The image of a bubble at its first maximum radius of 51.5mm from Reference [67]. 

 

Pulsed plasma formation in water can be enhanced by the addition of carbon nanotubes 

within the condensed phase for pulses of 300 ns duration during 40kV peak applied 

electric potentials. The streamer is twice as long as when no nanofiber is present subject 

to the same impulse potential.68 

 

Not frequency but duration of the pulse controls the development of the non-thermal 

plasma. The frequency causes interaction between pulses by chemical means since it is 

not on the time scale of the phenomena of interest. The pH, radical concentration or 

local temperature may affect the next pulse but does not provide a direct effect on the 

electronic emission. For pulse times much less than 50ns, it can be observed from 

previous work that the discharge can be highly localized around the emission point to 
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a distance of 600μm for a 20mm separation using a 32kV peak electric potential. In 

fact, it might be stated that the complete environment of the emitter is bathed in a 

controlled homogenous glow. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Sharpened point discharge shows glow characteristics at confined temporal scale. Secondary 

mode branching of multiple streamers occurs after 90ns. 69 

 

Research performed independently and concurrently with Oregon State has produced 

similar findings. In 2008, the Drexel group began studying non-thermal plasma around 

very sharp tips for spectroscopy.70 Later that year, it is observed that “field-emission-

initiated negative coronas require nanoscale electrodes and are not observed when 

macroscale electrodes or positive polarities are used.” 71 Supporting photographs of the 

emission are supplied. The non-thermal plasma is generated with greatly reduced 
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electric potentials. The non-thermal plasma around the carbon nanotube electrode tips 

was chemically reactive for the production of gold nanoparticles. It was also observed 

that the pulse durations as low as 3-15ns were required to initiate the glow. 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Carbon nanotube pipets and probes have activated aqueous mixtures for nanogold particle 

synthesis at 1kV and spectroscopic 3-30μm sized discharges at microseparations between two probes at 

electric potentials down to 300V as observed under optical microscopy. 72 

 

Electrodes erode when microsecond pulsed non-thermal plasma is used to create 

discharges in fluids. This erosion is not observed when using microscale, nanosecond 

pulsed plasma. It is postulated that bubble formation and breakdown within generated 

bubbles leads to greater electrode damage in microsecond discharges.73 The best 

evidence, that electrode damage is caused by bubble formation, is measurements of 

positive ion scattering during field emission in liquid noble gases. These noble gases 

are completely inert and still damage the electrode during discharge. Assuming ionic 

current is frictional in the discharge, experimental calculations demonstrate a 

reasonable agreement between the onsets of electrode damage at the theoretical point 

in time during pulsing experiments when enough heat could be generated at the tips by 

this frictional ionic current.74 While ion back bombardment has been offered as the 

source of electrode erosion due to experiments with low fields in N2, it is noted that 

bombardment of electrons on N2 covered electrodes could erode from chemically 

formed N2
- or N-.75 Lower onset voltages do occur in air over water. Bubbles are often 

introduced rather than formed by the discharge to take advantage of this energy savings. 

This may also reduce the damage that the electrode system experiences when 

submerged in a liquid phase for microsecond pulsed discharges. 
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Figure 16: Shadowgraph images of thermal instabilities near pulsed discharge emitter electrodes at 

700Hz without external cooling. 76 

 

Bubble formation is not observed during plasma formation using high voltage 

nanosecond pulsing in large electrode gaps. 

 

 

Figure 17: The 27kV discharge over macroscale separations at sharp emitter electrodes shows on a 1ns 

camera gate time frame the spectral response from 250-750nm for bubbleless discharge dynamics. 77 

 

Explanations for the lack of bubble formation seem to indicate an alternative streamer 

formation event. This has been hypothesized to occur based on the creation of nano-

sized pores in the liquid during application of intense electric fields. It is known that 
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streamer formation can be triggered by focused lasers which greatly reduce the 

inception electric potential perhaps through the same extension of natural liquid voids 

via resonance.78 The only other group to suggest the lack of bubble formation lacking 

breakdown events but possessing electrode damage was during the use of 2000 

nanosharp tips at 2 to 50mm separation distances with pulses 2.5μs in duration.79 

Interesting enough is the extension of this technology beyond water as the only 

condensed phase of interest. If non-thermal plasma can be generated in water without 

bubble formation, perhaps it could also be initiated at very low currents in non-polar, 

dielectric liquids without vaporization of the medium. Enhanced current injection has 

long been known for sharp metal emitters in non-polar hydrocarbons.80 Recent work 

confirms that dc corona regime discharge can activate silicon oil from nanoemitters. 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Images of the electrode setup in silicon oil for a discharge gap of ~ 1.0 mm (cathode is a 

stainless-steel wire) for (a) No-discharge, ambient lights on and (b) Discharge current of 2 μA and an 

exposure time of 50 msec. 81 

 

The streamer discharge is localized to the point and pin in these dielectrics before 

streamer formation just as it was shown to be in the water system. 
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Figure 19: Pin to point discharge in high dielectric liquid which appears localized during at least part 

of the discharge process prior to streamer formation. 82 

 

If the pulse time is short enough, an area of reactive liquid in a plasma discharge around 

carbon nanotube emitters or fields of sharp crystals or metal tips may be possible. The 

photochemical activity of the discharge has long been reported.83 This discovery 

necessarily mandates extensive characterization and scrutiny. 

 

The non-equilibrium environment of non-thermal plasma yields the advantage of 

promoting non-kinetically favored reactions at ambient temperature and atmospheric 

pressure. Correspondingly, diverse applications for the many discussed modes of non-

thermal plasma exist.84 Not in the least is the ability to generate stable plasma at 

atmospheric pressure avoiding high cost <1mTorr operations. Continuous flow 

production of the smallest nanoparticles (1-5nm) during flow through microplasma 

synthesis is a promising option for nanoparticle production. Homogeneous nucleation 

is favored in high pressure plasmas. Additionally, the non-equilibrium conditions allow 

for spatially distinct electron driven chemistry to occur within the same plasma which 

makes processes tunable both by structure and energetics. 
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Figure 20: Coexistence of glow and constricted discharges. 85 

 

Solid state growth and epitaxy 

 

Advances in nanoscience utilizing this decade’s innovation in atmospheric pressure 

plasma are extensive. The advantage of microplasma arrays and self-organization of 

oxides and carbon along surface electric field lines are pointed out as very promising 

applications of non-thermal plasma.86 Copper oxide thin films such as vertically 

aligned wires, needles, leaves, trees and fans can be grown at pressures of 10-50Torr. 

87 Reasons for the necessary operation at low pressure and for the use of noble gases 

are likely the non-microspatial scales employed in these technologies which treat as 

much as 20mm2 of a sample from distances of 5-40mm. The uniformity of the carbon 

film depositions in the atmospheric pressure non-thermal plasma section has already 

determined what precision is involved in deposition processes at these reduced scales. 

Vertically aligned metal oxide nanostructures are grown at distances of 5-50mm at 
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pressures up to 100Torr. These metal oxide structures varied from CuOtoPdO and 

NiO.88 Atmospheric pressure arc discharge synthesis of TiO2 nanorods is possible at a 

gas-liquid interface.89 Etching of transmitting conductive oxide F:SnO2  can produce a 

significantly enhanced topography. Triangular features trap light in photovoltaic 

devices at the interface of these transparent conducting oxide layers.90 Non-thermal 

10mTorr, 13.56MHz plasma at 7cm is capable of producing very high quality 5-10nm 

silicon nanocrystal production with 50% utilization from flow through silane.91 

Europium doped yttria red phosphor used in light emitting devices can be synthesized 

through sintering non-thermal plasma at vacuum pressures.92 This reactive spark 

plasma sintering is capable of densifying the microstructure of ZrB2-SiC to yield 

ultrahigh-temperature ceramics. The nanoparticle size for spark plasma sintering is 

three times smaller than when using more traditional reactive hot pressing which leaves 

secondary phases at the grain boundaries reducing high-temperature mechanical 

properties.93 Thermoelectric power generation from heat difference fluxes can be 

accomplished using Mg2Si. It possesses good electrical conductivity and low thermal 

conductivity. Ball milling can produce dense nanocrystalline powders of Mg2Si; 

however, spark sintering plasma increases compaction densification up to 98% which 

is critical to utilize Mg2Si as a thermoelectric material.94 Diamond-like carbon thin 

films can be deposited in controlled shear patterns based on the direction of plasma 

flow through microchannels at interfacial areas between the plasma ionized inert and 

the film precursor.95 While it is possible to disperse reactive ions in gas surface 

deposition. It is the ability to disperse atmospheric pressure monodisperse plasma 

bubbles in microfluidic chips for possible nanomaterial synthesis that is truly 

exciting.96 Thin films of SiOx films have been reported similar to the carbon suboxide 

films already discussed and although impure represents the possibility of atmospheric 

pressure microplasma to generate Si films.97, 98 The impurity of the films could easily 

be remedied at the microscale with nanostructured emitters using field emission 

dominated breakdown stimulated by external light emission. This strong 

photoionization and electron emission regime may eliminate the formation of charge 

pairs undergoing backwards ion bombardment by supplying ejected electrons at the 

boundary of the emitter. Backward ion bombardment is responsible for electrode 
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sputtering and has also been eliminated in nanosecond pulse plasmas. These two 

techniques have never been proposed to improve film purity deposition to the author’s 

knowledge. Glow discharge non-thermal plasma can oxidize gold nanoparticles on 

silicon as determined by XPS. The treatment was characterized using the 4f5/2 and 4f7/2 

binding energies which changed over time providing rates for oxidation at the surface 

during 80μA discharge. The transient glow to arc regime which is self-pulsing was 

studied during microhollow cathode discharge. Ammonia is dissociated to nitrogen and 

hydrogen for 1.5sccm of ammonia at 480V and 9.2mA.99 CeO2-doped Ni/Al2O3 plasma 

treated nanocatalyst is able to dry reform methane at higher production rates with the 

plasma treatment. A stronger base NiO and NiAl2O4 interaction, smaller size 

distribution and reduced agglomeration and more uniform morphology is reported with 

reduced deactivation during 550-850°C reaction steps. BET surface area is increased 

substantially for all catalyst samples above that of the wet impregnation technique. The 

catalyst shows improved coke formation resistance after plasma treatment and may be 

the effect of the produced spinel.100 

 

Nanocrystal functionalization with polymer using two phase non-thermal plasma above 

a liquid interface achieved induced liquid chemistry that phenomenally impacted 

current density during illumination.101 

 

Switching technology 

 

The MOSFET has a switching analog in microplasma technology. MOPFET are 

microplasma field effect transistors which utilize ionized helium gas as the charge 

source needed at the gate in order to have switching in extremely high temperature 

conditions, typically higher than 1000°C, and under ionizing radiation encountered in 

space exploration. Currently, the mobility of the ions is too slow for rapid switching 

but electron emission at smaller scales of plasma would increase the mobility of the 

charge carrier which would promote rapid switching responses.102 
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Figure 21: The light amplification under high electric field in 50μm gap at low currents from Reference 

[105]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22: The distinct transition from light amplification with microcapillaries from Reference [105]. 

 

The reversal of energy consumption between townsend discharge and glow discharge 

for atmospheric pressure air discharges is interesting. The power of atmospheric glow 

discharge being ten times less than townsend discharges. Gain values for light 

amplification of the input can reach twenty. Microfabricated glow discharge plasma 
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has been coupled with desorptive ionization mass spectroscopy for efficient and robust 

detection of molecular substances 1.5kDa and less at the femptogram per square mm. 

 

Sensing and light generation 

 

Novel devices utilizing the flexibility of low power atmospheric pressure microplasma 

can be made through screen printing on paper substrates with line tolerances of 50μm 

for selected silk screens. These devices can sample liquid salt solutions with multiple 

metallic vapor emission lines using plasma spectroscopy.103 Microwave activation of 

plasmas can be achieved with only 10V for switchable microplasma array resonators.104 

Light amplification of LED IR beams in microcapillary channels between GaAs 

semiconductor, Kapton and nickel electrode system under high dc electric field shows 

remarkable increase through avalanche, yielding a continuous discharge characteristic 

up to 1.5mA at 700Torr for a 50μm gap.105 

 

Fuel reforming 

 

Dielectric barrier discharge operates with alternating current and a non-conductive 

membrane or dielectric barrier. Microdischarges from aluminum electrodes have 

upgraded methane and methane/ethane mixtures to propane and butane at 10-15% 

selectivity. Gases with reduced ionization coefficients improves conversion.106 

Macroscopic dc discharges form ethane and ethylene even at room temperature. 

Streamer propagation versus the gentle primary glow maintained at the emitter 

electrode are offered as explanations for low yields.107 Application of the gentle non-

thermal, non-equilibrium plasma to achieve greater upgrading yields deserves 

attention. The application of nickel oxide ceramic fibers to dielectric barrier discharge 

at separations of 10mm increases emission stability and decreases the required electric 

potential by several times.108 Hydrogen is produced almost exclusively at temperatures 

under 600°C at the thermodynamic equilibrium conversion rate for this non-

equilibrium process. 
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Oxygen dissociation and oxidation reactions 

 

Carbon dioxide decomposition is possible at atmospheric pressure at the separations 

near Paschen’s minimum. Conversions reach 7.7% at flow rates of 3ml/min. The 

plasma shows instabilities and negative average trend in electric potential versus 

current despite constant average electric potential across the reactor of 340V. 109 The 

instabilities arise from local overheating or inadequate external stabilization by circuit 

reactance. Wastewater treatment is possible using ac dielectric-barrier, non-thermal 

plasma with mineralization rates as high as 47.3% for energy consumptions as low as 

20.5gkW-1h-1. Cerium oxide catalyst was introduced to obtain synergistic effects.110The 

glow discharge to arc discharge transition has been used to provide large-volume, slow 

streamers which efficiently and rapidly combust methane and air during ignition as 

opposed to the small-volume, high current spark plug.111 The optimization of non-

thermal plasma is as equally interesting as its gentle glow counterpart. Trichel pulses, 

transient sparks and glow discharge were all used to evaluate sanitation of water 

samples sprayed and in water. The plasmas were all non-thermal and the spark regime 

was 2-3 orders of magnitude more efficient due to uniform and complete treatment of 

the liquid which flowed over the ground electrode or completely covered both 

electrodes during streamer discharge.112 The scale of the discharge is listed as the 

governing factor related to efficiency and completeness of the remediation. This well-

performed study points to the advantage of microscale technology as an enabling tool 

for stable gas and condensed phase non-thermal plasma reaction engineering. Dielectric 

barrier discharge has also been used to partially oxidize methane to methanol using 

added water which was demonstrated not to participate in the reaction kinetics expect 

for radical transport or to sequester liquid oxygenates as they are formed.113 Pulsed 

corona discharge also has oxidation potential in air for low concentrations of aromatics 

using nanosecond pulsing technology at the industrial scale.114 

 

A variety of approaches exist which can be used to extract useful information from 

complex chemical systems undergoing non-thermal plasma. There are mechanistic 

computational simulations which rely on experimentally determined wave functions, 
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photo-ionization and attachment coefficients to predict charge transport at a near 

fundamental level. Time based simulations match streak-diagrams from simulation to 

experiments to evaluate the corresponding accuracy of prediction for different streamer 

formation geometries and fields. Robust finite element solvers can fit charge transport 

physics for electrohydrodynamic flow without solving the non-thermal plasma charge 

distribution or time phase development of the discharge if the discharge is stable and 

at steady state in a dc field.115 In simulations which rigorously treat ion-ion or ion-

electron recombination during the development of the photo-ionizing streamer, a 

Boltzman equation solver like ELENDIF and a conservation law solver such as the 

monotonic upstream-centered scheme are required. 116 Critical to the proper 

development of the streamer dynamics is the introduction of photo-ionization. 

However photoionization is treated analytically during the simulation routine, being 

essentially based on experimental measurements such as from Penney and Hummert.117 

 

Limiting cases for the dimensionless kernel for photo-ionization are not tractable 

except at limiting extremes.118 The development of the discharge near the onset 

condition for non-thermal plasma streamer formation in air has been treated in the finite 

element solver COMSOL coupled with a MATLAB environment and corroborated 

reasonably with discharge at 5kV.119 The onset potential can be accurately predicted 

from established experimentation for cylindrical anodes.120 The finite difference time 

domain simulation method has been used to accurately model the current versus voltage 

characteristic of 6mm ball to plate non-thermal plasma discharges.121 Integro-

differential interface equations provide accurate contour predictions for complex 

geometries to generate explicit solutions including small symmetry-breaking 

perturbations.122 An example of streak diagrams used for evaluation of time dynamic 

streamer formation coupled to charge transport with classical drift, diffusion and 

reaction for the prediction of chemical specie formation.123 

 

The differences between negative ac and dc partial discharges are detailed succinctly 

with respect to mathematical formulation.124 Alternatives to complete solution to 

temporal dynamic simulations of non-thermal plasma are dimensionless analyses 
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which can be an efficient and often a more useful tool in engineering applications. The 

fundamental parameters which have been inserted into computationally demanding 

software, that do not even offer explicit solutions frequently, still rely on experimental 

wave function measurements for the photo-ionization absorption function. If the same 

parameters that impact the coupled systems of partial differential equations for both 

electrostatics and conservation of momentum and mass are inserted into dimensionless 

quantities and fit to experimental data, a better understanding of the parameters is 

achieved.125 While macroscopic breakdown has been traditionally well characterized 

by the development leading to the formulation of Paschen’s curve, microplasma 

assisted breakdown events have been demonstrated to be highly dependent on field 

emission from the cathode emitter to the positive space charge region. For this the 

Townsend avalanche criterion is modified to obtain a modified Paschen curve.126 
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Where the well-known criterion has been modified to include the ion-enhancement 

coefficient (γ’) depicting the influence of field emission and its enhancement due to 

positive space charge. The secondary electron emission coefficient (γse) being in this 

way diminished by considering the one-dimensional microdischarge behavior. Αlso, α 

is the microscale ionization coefficient. The total steady state current density and ion-

enhancement coefficient of interest can be found after assumptions in the scale of the 

change in the positive space charge electric field (E+). 
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Figure 23: The scaling model developed for field emission enhanced microplasmas compared to 

experimental data from Reference [126]. 

 

Simulations have been performed for inverse pyramidal microcavity plasmas at 10μm 

with each cavity operating at atmospheric pressure in dielectric barrier discharge at 

10kHz. The interaction between extremely dense arrays of microcavities through 

photoionization and sequential drift of ions between cavities influences the overall 

discharge pattern. The initial plasma seed for the simulation is a 10μm Gaussian 

plasma.127 

 

Step by step methods employing independent reaction time techniques for liquids 

exposed to ionizing radiation can be used to calculate radiolytic yields. This technique 

tracks the radiolytic species. Classical drift diffusion equations ignore these species 

spatially. Monte-Carlo SBS LET Fricke dosimetry has been used to determine G factors 

for radiolytic yield in the most mechanistic models available in the liquid phase.128 
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Higher order mechanistic models and dimensional analyses can be complemented with 

kinetic models of dc non-thermal discharges or pulsed dc discharges. These models 

ignore spatial transfer of charged species in ionizing streamers by attempting to relegate 

the reactive zone to a certain part of the reactor. The rate kinetics absorbs the 

differences in reactive energy for different plasma powers and scale with changing 

conditions. The trends in rate kinetics and the reaction volume are fit using sensitivity 

analysis and Chi squared approach. The effective volume for reactive species impacts 

reaction engineering design and provides useful chemical conversion pathways for 

non-thermal plasma processes. Reaction engineering compartment modeling and 

Navier-Stokes simulation, which treats drift-diffusion transport with finite element 

modeling, compare very closely while providing different information.129 

 

There are a variety of mathematical techniques with which to deal with the conservation 

equations either in compartment modeling or for the actual system. Variational 

iterations and decompositions including double or modified decompositions can 

rapidly produce results identical to finite element modeling with substantially lower 

computational time. Since new mathematical techniques are continually being 

developed, the discussion will be limited to some of the simplest and most efficient 

analytical approximation techniques having the widest applicability for both linear and 

non-linear reacting systems. Several examples will be offered building up to a 

comparison with COMSOL, a finite element modeling tool. The Adomian polynomial 

decomposition technique has been used to treat the simplest transport problems in heat 

transfer being elegantly compared to separation of variables.130 The efficiency of the 

technique has been studied for parabolic equations and suggestions made for 

improvement in the recursion relationship offered in certain cases where the exact 

solution is not found in the zeroth component.131 Great versatility is available using the 

Adomian decomposition method since the Adomian polynomial can be replaced by a 

variety of other polynomials which offer select and impressive advantages especially 

in non-linear cases arising in reaction engineering.132 The chemical reaction-diffusion 

model of Brusselator has been treated sufficiently with the decomposition technique.133 

He’s variational iteration method solves a non-linear reaction diffusion Michaelis-
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Menton kinetic enzymatic reaction with moving boundaries.134 He’s variational 

iteration method has also been used for the Cauchy reaction-diffusion problem avoiding 

discretization, linearization and pertebations which significantly reduces error and 

computation time.135 The reaction-diffusion equation is offered using the Adomian 

decomposition method and summary of the development of these techniques stemming 

from 1986.136 Fluid dynamic applications such as Blasius solution are easily treated by 

analytic approximates using the Adomian decomposition method.137 
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2.1 - Abstract 

 

Nonthermal plasma is investigated in micron to millimeter gaps. By reducing the 

plasma discharge gap from 2mm to 400µm, more than a twofold reduction in operating 

voltage is accomplished at the same current. This savings in energy arises from the 

intensified electric field that depends on the microplasma spacing. The full voltage 

versus current curve for dc microplasma is compared to that of classical low pressure 

plasma. Similarity in shape and appearance are demonstrated for both dc corona and 

glow discharge between plasma in both of these regimes at microspacings at high 

pressure and large spacings at low pressure. The conditions necessary to confine a 100-

400µm active electron plume of a dc microcorona within a microchannel is successfully 

determined. Fields of active microcoronas are established in a single microreactor 

device for the first time at atmospheric pressure in air and an air mixture with 

hydrocarbons. This is the first report of fields of activated microcoronas confined to a 

microreactor platform for high efficiency chemical conversion. These electrical 

measurements are critical for informing the engineering design of high performance 

plasma microreactors for chemical synthesis. 

 

 

Keywords: 

Corona, microplasma, glow discharge, dc, microgap, current, voltage, atmospheric 

pressure plasma 
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2.2 – Introduction  

 

Corona discharge has been electrically identified as a luminous partial discharge from 

wires, rods or other conductors when held at high electric potential relative to a 

geometrically opposing conductor. It has the disadvantage of only activating a small 

region of space directly at the emitting conductor and possibly at the opposite electrode 

as well. The term corona discharge is nearly always used exclusively for high pressure 

plasma discharges.  

 

 

Figure 24: An example self-sustained corona discharge from a pin held 1.3mm from a brass plate. 

 

The conditions for corona discharge to occur include the following: a large resistance 

from the dark space, a high aspect ratio for the corona to occur around, and a threshold 

current and voltage requirement for breakdown must meet the Townsend criteria which 

defines the conductivity of the dark space that is operating in the dark discharge regime. 

The electric field required to produce a corona of a certain diameter (dc) has been 

estimated from Paschen’s law calculations using air as the medium. 

 

< 𝐸 >  ≈  
438

𝑙𝑛(1340 𝑑𝑐)
 [
𝑘𝑉

𝑐𝑚
] 
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For more than a century, the current distribution in a corona discharge has been 

commonly known to follow a Warburg distribution. A Warburg distribution has a 

higher current directly in line with the sharpest emission point. 

 

𝑗(𝜃) =  
1

2 𝑑2
𝑐𝑜𝑠5(𝜃) 

 

The resistance, provided by the bulk neutral air in the drift region of electric field 

intensity that is away from the corona, is highly non-linear. When the ionization front 

produces plasma faster than can be absorbed by the micropoint, a spark discharge 

occurs. A spark discharge has a higher electron energy and shorter duration than a 

corona discharge. A corona discharge can be formed which has a positive column and 

anode glow (AG) while still possessing a drift space.  

 

 

 

Figure 25: CCD image of a corona developed into a glow discharge. 138 
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Under the condition that the dark space is bounded by the negative and positive charge 

column, the dark space is termed a Faraday dark space (FDS). This is a region which 

shows high voltage drop due to charge cancellation of negative and positive ions in the 

bipolar drift region. This entire discharge type is termed a glow discharge. It requires a 

lower overall voltage to sustain since its dark space is correspondingly reduced by the 

balancing of the extended positive column (PC) and negative glow (NG). 

 

2.3 – Low pressure plasma versus high pressure microplasma 

 

The pressure, at which a plasma exists, fundamentally alters its properties. The 

proximity of gas molecules and the electric field determines the free space charge 

density. At low pressure, the mean free path between gas molecules is high and charge 

interaction is reduced. At high pressure, charge interaction is magnified. The mean free 

path sets the electric field threshold for the current density at which columns of charge 

grow or rearrange. It is more useful to formulate the electric field as a reduced electric 

field. This is the electric field divided by pressure. In microplasma, the length scale 

separating the charged surfaces is fundamentally decreased in order to increase the 

electric field formed between the two electrodes. This increase in the electric field, 

similar to the increase to high pressure, makes the reduced electric field much closer to 

that which exists in low pressure plasma. 

 

  

 

Figure 26: An industrial application of inductively coupled plasma (gas ring and gas transmission plate 

inside the process chamber of an Oxford Instruments PlasmaPro 100 ICP180 system during a plasma process) 139 

[left] and a recent experiment that is replicated in a small electrode gap 140 [right]. 
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As either the electrode separation gap or the pressure increases, it is possible to have 

both plasma in several stable states from the same set of electrodes merely by altering 

gas composition or gap separation. 

 

 
 

Figure 27: Simultaneous existence of two discharge types at different gap separations and gas 

compositions.141 

 

In addition to the plasma distance and pressure, gas composition has a similar effect on 

the type of plasma that is formed. Each gas has its own ionization energy requirements 

and probabilities for its chemical activation network. The plot of voltage versus 

pressure multiplied by distance shows different voltage minimums for each gas. Noble 

gases show lower voltage minimums than gases which have diatomic. 

 

 
 

Figure 28: An example Paschen curve for several possible gases in parallel flat plates.142 
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It is useful to plot voltage versus current. The current, if increased, relates to the space 

charge density by increasing charge density the electrode gap distance. As current is 

increased the dark discharge region transitions to a glowing region with distinct 

partially illuminated to fully illuminated glow discharge region. Once the inner-

electrode region becomes charge saturated and overheats (determined by the operating 

pressure), a glow to arc transition occurs.  

 

 
Figure 29: A current-voltage plot showing Townsend, glow and arc regimes (© [1975] IEEE).143 

 

 

 

2.4 – Comparison of dc, ac, DBD, microwave and thermal to dc microplasma 

 

The structure of dc, ac, DBD, microwave and thermal plasmas all differ based on its 

applied field. The location of its space charge and the distribution of energy in 

electrons, ions and neutrals define the properties and electronic characteristics for each 

type of plasma. For example, a schematic of a dc corona discharge shows the 

production of electrons near the discharge electrode and follows their interaction in the 

plasma region with gas molecules. The unipolar region shows the dark discharge 

transport of negative ions completing the electrical pathway. 
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Figure 30: The negative corona discharge from wire to plate.144 

 

The gas molecules can be activated in a variety of ways that imparts complexity when 

studying reactive mixtures. The charge density distribution for a corona discharge in a 

coaxial configuration in an oxygen atmosphere shows 1019 number density for ozone 

at moderate voltages. 

 

 
 
Figure 31: The electron plume extends from the negative electrode at the left side of the graph.145 
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Perhaps more interesting than the density of charged atoms is the electron energy 

distribution responsible for generating those species. Optimizing the electron average 

energy toward the activation energy of the desired reaction increases the efficiency of 

the process. Maxwell or Druyvesteyn prediction can be used for higher or lower 

degrees of ionization in many types of plasma.  

 

 
 

  
Figure 32: The Maxwell calculated electron energy for 2-10eV in a FEM package [Comsol].146 

 

The reduced electric field E/N determines the electron distribution function and can 

range from 300 Td to 500 Td for DBD.  Alternatively, the electron energy probability 
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function can be multiplied by the density to shift the EEDF from units of [eV-3/2] to 

units of [eV-3/2 m-3]. 

          
 

Figure 33: The electron energy distribution function for a dc microplasma in a 200µm gap. 147 

 

One conclusion from electron energy distribution measurements and calculations is that 

similar low pressure plasma can likely be generated in microgaps at high pressure.  

  
 

Figure 34: The differences in low and high pressure discharges in nitrogen are observed as an absence 

of the regime labeled Glimm-E (glow) under high pressure discharges.  

 

The ability to reproduce classical low pressure voltage versus current plots and 

demonstrate similarity to high pressure microplasma voltage versus current plots is one 
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of the objectives of this electrical study. It can be seen from the previous figure that at 

high pressure (760 Torr) [blue], even in as small as 1cm gaps, the only plasma that can 

be generated is in the regime called Dunkel-E (dark) and Bogen (arc). At low pressure 

(1Torr) [red], Glimmentladungsrohr (smoldering glow), Glimm-E (glow) and Bogen 

(arc) are accessible. 

 

2.5 – High pressure electrical measurement setup and discharge geometry 

 

The equipment that is used for electrical measurement includes a Glassman High 

Voltage unipolar positive power supply, two Keithley 6-1/2-digit precision multimeters 

for continuous analog readings from the high voltage probes, several Agilent 

differential probes limited to under 10kV and resolving to 70MHz and a Hewlett-

Packard HP54542A 2Gs/s oscilloscope is used to average pulsed discharges. 

 

A schematic is included of the pin to plate geometry for the measurement of high 

pressure plasma in each of the fundamentally different E/N regions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 35: The schematic is illustrated with the V- potential indicating the lower potential from the 

unipolar power supply (ground) and the ground indicating the higher potential (positive) so that the 

relative potential is correct. 
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The microtip is an electrochemically etched Ni or Wu wire that is inserted in a 

microhole that is drilled in a flame proof fiberglass sheet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36: An optical micrograph showing the etched microtip has a <10µm tip. 

 

For the multiple microtip experiment, 0.5mm nickel plated stainless steel sequin 

needles are used in arrays. These pins are set in 0.5mm holes drilled using a microCNC 

stage which defined the pattern based on G-code written during this study. 

 

 

 

2.6 – Results from dc corona microplasma from single micropoints  

 

 

The discharge current from a pin to the surface of a stainless steel and brass plate in air 

is recorded for 1.3mm (full curve) and 0.1-2mm (glow only) distances. The regime 

shown below is the glow discharge regime only. The dark discharge, corona and spark 

discharge are omitted before the curve. The arc regime is never attained and would 

have begun at the rightmost end of the data section. The discharge process is controlled 

by incrementally increasing the current limit at the power supply which has both 

voltage and current control limits with digital display. The minimum possible potential 

achievable in air is 371V. 
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Figure 37: Smaller separation gaps results in lower sustaining potentials for dc glow discharge. A 

minimum in voltage reductions is encountered at 400µm of under 400V. 

 

Since the same number of current flows at each separation gap, the smaller gap on 

average has either a lower electron energy distribution or is more efficient at creating 

the same number of charge carriers with lower electrical potentials. Since the reduced 

electric field changes it is more likely that the electron energy distribution changes. 

Measurements of the microplasma glow in pure nitrogen flow can be taken using 

ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy and the excited nitrogen states inferred. Calculations 

of the average electron energy distribution could be made but would not be direct 

spatial measurements such as should be made within each of these microplasmas to 

determine exactly from what source are the reductions in required electric potential 

derived. 
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Figure 38: The spectral measurement from a single glow discharge in a nitrogen atmosphere (1.5mm). 

The larger peaks correspond to vibrational state transitions for N2 C-B (1-0), N2 C-B 

(0-0), N2 C-B (0-1), N2 C-B (0-2) and N2 C-B (0-3). These transitions have an 

associated energy requirement in electron volts and indicate by their abundance the 

energy distribution of the electrons. The same electrical and optical measurements can 

be made for multiple substrate material and surface roughnesses. 

 

Figure 39: The same study is performed for a variety of different metal substrates and roughnesses. 
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The development of a single pin from a corona into a glow filament is shown as current 

is progressively increased from left to right and top to bottom. 

 

 

 

Figure 40: The gradual development of a corona discharge from a smoldering glow into a bright glow 

filament. The separation gap is 1.3mm and tip sharpness is 50µm. 

 

The current voltage characteristic which shows the undeveloped corona region in more 

detail than the previous experiments has the corona onset potential (red), end of the 

corona regime (light pink) and beginning of the glow regime. 

 

 

Figure 41: The current-voltage characteristic for a developing corona from an unsharpened pin. 
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The discharge current from a single electrochemically etched tip to the surface of a 

conductor is recorded for 5mm distance.  

 

Figure 42: The corona and glow discharge curves that are generated also reveal relative microneedle 

sharpness at a specific distance when comparing several emitters.  

 

The above plot can be transformed onto a logarithmic scale and overlaid with the 

classical low pressure plasma voltage versus current curve. 

 

 

Figure 43: A strong similarity is demonstrated between the data and classical theory for all the regimes. 
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Additionally, it is demonstrated that the sharpness of the microtip can allow for strong 

reductions in the required onset voltage and minimum sustaining glow discharge 

voltage. 

 

 

2.7 – Results from dc corona microplasma from fields of micropoints  

 

Previous to this study no report of fields of microplasma exists for 2mm and smaller 

electrode gaps and certainly none wherein the useful portion of plasma occupies an 

entire 400µm microchannel. As many as 70 pins, have been activated using an 

electrical path of 1.5mm. The geometrical construction of the device that is used for 

chemical microcorona synthesis is shown below. 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 44: A dual spacer system defines a 400µm flow path for gas to travel through the plasma region 

of the microcoronas at the tip of the metal points. An additional 1mm of electrical path is added by 

milling or laser cutting fiberglass microholes opposite of the needles only. 

 

More than 20 pins were not easily ignited from a single power supply since the 

differential resistance for the glow phase is negative during the normal glow discharge 

regime and the current threshold for a corona is approximately 20µA. The sum of the 

necessary current is limited by the current density transition to this negative differential 

resistance regime at approximately 0.3-0.7mA depending on the electrical gap that is 

selected. If this minimum glow discharge current is surpassed only one pin activates 

with the entire current in that single microgap. As the gap is increased multiple tips will 

ignite again in the corona regime. The gap is minimized to reduce power consumtion 

per unit of current that passes through the plasma to soften the electron energy 

distribution and prevent high electron energies that cause coking or waste energy upon 

initiating reactions. An expanded view of a microdevice operating with the nominal 20 
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pins per power supply (2kV, 1mA). The power supplies cost $20-$200 for variable 

digital current control. A row of manually inserted electrochemically etched W tips or 

0.5mm shaft sequin pins can easily ignite under 2kV. A ballasting system is being 

constructed that will allow higher currents to be used based on toggling between the 

two regimes actively. 

 

 

 

Figure 45: The series of 20 activated microcoronas in an expanded cross-sectional view. 

 

2.8 – Conclusion  

 

The benefit of a complete electrical characterization of microplasma in each of the 

potential regimes (townsend, corona, spark, glow) is useful since each of these 

phenomena will possess different electron energy distributions and contact a different 

volume of the gas as well as obtain different selectivity pathways. The electron energy 

distribution which is controlled by microgap separation will lead to different reaction 

pathways even at atmospheric pressure (based on the available electron volts required 

for activation of chemical energy barriers of direct or indirect chemical activation). 

This is reflected in the product distribution and certainly influence yields toward 

desired products. Microcorona and glow are continuous discharges. Microcorona has 

an incomplete ionization column while glow has a completed column which is reflected 

in its negative differential resistance in the electric potential versus current plot. Not 
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only does the slope and magnitude of the electric potential versus current characteristic 

change, but the minimum sustaining current is reduced for smaller gaps and high aspect 

ratio structured emitters. A knowledge of the stability of the glow discharge regime 

based on electrode separation distance and plasma current is useful when designing 

devices for high conversion and good energy efficiency. An entire network of reactor 

designs for microcorona or glow placement is necessary to optimize the chemical 

conversion based on the acquired electrical performances. 
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3.1 - Abstract 

 

A plasma microreactor using dc corona and glow discharge has successfully converted 

methane flows to C2 and C3 hydrocarbons. Products include ethylene, acetylene, 

ethane, propane, propene, and propyne. The microplasma reactor reaches 80% 

conversion with 80% selectivity to C2 unsaturated hydrocarbons. The operating power 

is between 1-5W and treats 10-100sccm. The inlet feed is 50-90% N2 and 10-50% CH4. 

The plasma has been studied in reactors using a single discharge, a series of single 

discharges and a hexagonal arrangement of multiple plasma discharges. Optimization 

in reactor performance requires narrow hundred micron gas inlets to reach the ultrafast 

residence time for maximum selectivity and conversion. Multiple plasmas in series or 

hexagonal arrangement reduce bypass. Series plasma reactors reduce bypass by mixing 

of the unreacted and reacted bypass from the first plasma prior to it being entered into 

the second plasma in the series reactor. Hexagonal arrangement reactors incorporate 

multiple plasmas in a pattern that maximizes the number of flow lines that pass through 

plasma. This hexagonal pattern improves selectivity by creating a uniform residence 

time for all of the gas. This study reduces bypass from approximately 50% to 20% 

based on the maximum achievable conversion that is possible during residence time 

studies. Efficiency of conversion of electrical energy to the standard energy of 

formation reaches 45%. 

 

 

Keywords: 

Methane, hydrocarbon coupling, ethylene, microreactor, microplasma, corona 
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3.2 – Introduction  

 

Excellent research has been conducted on hydrocarbon plasma processing for decades. 

Much of the focus for value added hydrocarbon production has targeted the conversion 

of methane by plasma to higher hydrocarbons or carbon dioxide conversion to synthesis 

gas. There are many types of plasma driving technologies which give arise to ac 

“gliding” arc discharges148, ac dielectric barrier discharges149, ac or dc corona discharge 

(at large separation gaps)150, 151 microwave or rf discharges152, and spark discharges 

(for H2 production). The driving technology determines the mixture of plasma modes 

(Townsend, corona, spark, glow, arc). 

 

Corona discharge is successful in converting entire streams of methane to C2 

hydrocarbons.153 This specific corona discharge has its electron energy and spatial scale 

determined by 40kV and 1cm length dimension. As the electrode separation is reduced, 

smaller conversion of methane is observed. The electric field is intensified and the 

energy distribution is increased which led to higher complete dehydrogenation of 

methane to coke. The higher electron energy can be reduced even at microscale 

electrode separations since the electric field inception requirements are also reduced to 

500-1000V. This gives rise to an unstudied regime of soft/low energy plasma (1-5eV) 

for a variety of chemical applications. A study of this plasma regime has been 

successfully performed in microscale ac and dielectric barrier plasmas which are easy 

to homogenize within a chemical reactor since the formation and collapse of plasma 

channels is frequent and the differential resistance is changing from positive in the 

corona regime to negative in the diffuse glow regime. This has a drawback in that the 

energy is deposited on a short time scale which leads to higher than average pulse 

energies in constricted filaments (this is a disadvantage for low activation energy 

hydrocarbon processing since coke formation  is promoted by higher average energy; 

higher average energy is desirable when efficiently forming and densifying 

nanoparticle morphology). Depending on the power supply technology, a DBD or ac 

plasma can possess different ratios of streamer to diffuse behavior.154  
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This dissertation is the first to inclusively relate the difference in chemical efficiency 

and conversion based on the dc microplasma regime for ultrafast flow velocities. This 

fundamental understanding of the chemical yields from both corona and glow regimes 

can assist DBD and ac plasma studies by informing researchers of the type of chemical 

products from plasmas regimes, in which the plasma is more filamentary or diffuse in 

nature and based on the plasmas expected space charge density and electron energy 

distribution. This unification of the expected plasma chemical yield should depend only 

of the spatial and temporal measurements of plasmas. This topic will be the focus of a 

future publication and should be investigated through electron density measurements 

in single reactor systems for a variety of plasma types with comparable chemimetrics. 

 

 

3.3 – Methane coupling reactor types 

 

Non-thermal plasma reactors for methane conversion have been studied using a variety 

of reactor types. Industrial reactors typically process flows as high as several hundred 

cubic meters per hour. There are several examples of plasma reactors including the 

microwave jet, gliding arc reactor, dielectric barrier discharge reactor (DBD), rotating 

arc reactor. The majority of these reactors are studied at large electrode gap separations. 

Some research has been done in microscale reactors using arc discharge and dielectric 

barrier discharge.155, 156 The results in terms of retaining processing capacity to several 

hundred standard cubic centimeters per device is promising in terms of numbering up 

of the devices when finally sizing to fit the needed capacity of the feed stream. Also, 

the efficiencies tend to increase as the electrode separation gap of the plasma decrease. 

This has already been accurately characterized for dc microplasma reactors during the 

electrical portion of this study. 

 

 

Microwave jets are one of the examples offered above as being evaluated for industrial 

application in a variety of commercial reactions. Microwave jets utilize microwave 

energy directed by a waveguide to a nozzle to activate gas which is ejected at very high 
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flow rates. This process has several advantages in which the gas flow is treated to high 

conversion since the entire stream is usually activated. The process is usually used to 

study production of hydrogen from biomass solids or methane.  

 

 

 

Figure 46: A microwave jet methane reformer for hydrogen production. [Dept. Hydrogen Energy]157 

 

Microwave plasma reactors usually reach at least 70% efficiency in hydrogen 

production and continue to reduce the operating energy consumption through 

improvements in plasma reactor design. They have also been used to reprocess 

landscape waste, rubber tires and other waste to valuable fuel products. 

 

The gliding arc reactor uses arc level currents of several amperes at near 1kV electric 

potentials. Gas is rapidly passed through a 2D plasma discharge from a charged injector 

to both grounded wedges. Gas contacting is typically poor in these devices and higher 

than 40% conversion is difficult to obtain. The figure below illustrates that a jet of gas 
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if forced between two narrow thin electrodes. The gas flow forces the formed arcs down 

the length of the thin conducting electrodes which enlarges the reaction length. This is 

one of the earliest reactor configurations used to study the conversion of methane in an 

argon diluent. Because of the bypass which in turn results in low conversion, the flow 

rates are reduced and process efficiency suffers. A diagram of an industrial 2D gliding 

arc discharge reactor is depicted below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 47: The diagram of an industrial gliding arc reactor is a 2D plasma reactor that has been used 

to process methane.158 

 

The DBD reactor uses a dielectric barrier to prevent charge flow during the application 

of an alternating potential. Streamers repeatedly form at several kilohertz and create a 

homogeneous plasma space with each filament typically lasting a short amount of time. 
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Figure 48: A compact dielectric barrier discharge reactor using piezoelectric transformer.159 

 

Arguments in favor of plasma chemical reactors usually center on energy efficiency, 

product selectivity and reductions in capital investment. Reductions in capital cost are 

due to processing ultrafast flows in a single device. Processing times are fast since only 

millisecond residence times are necessary for complete reaction of the feed gas. 
 

3.4 – Methane coupling experimental setup and reactor geometry  

 

Two 200 sccm Brooks™ mass flow controllers, which are operated by a single 

microcontroller, are fed methane and nitrogen by gas cylinders regulated to 25 psi. The 

mass flow controllers are calibrated volumetrically. A 20ml vial is filled with water 

and glass spheres. The inlet gas is sparged through the water to obtain a consistent 

water vapor content based on the flow velocity and ambient temperature. This mixture 

of methane, nitrogen and water vapor reaches a typical flow velocity of 0.5m/s in the 

inlet tubing which forms a jet into a perpendicular dc non-thermal plasma. The effluent 

is sampled using either an in-line 150μL sampling loop or 1μL Hamilton Syringe via 

the front port of a SRI model 6100 gas chromatograph using HID detection after a 

Hayesep D column. Mass spectrometry is used to identify products. The 150μL 
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sampling loop is used for minor species while major species are measured using the 

10μL Hamilton Syringe. A simple illustration for the setup is shown below.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 49: The gas cylinder regulator and mass flow controller output flow to the microplasma device 

which is sampled by both a manual 150μL sample injection loop and 10μL syringe.  

 

The power supplied to a single discharge is 1 - 6W. Higher powers and conversion are 

reached by increasing the number of discharges in series or reducing the bypass through 

the single microplasma or fields of microplasmas. Higher residence times and 

conversion are reached by increasing the number of discharges in parallel. The effect 

of changing power does unfortunately also change the residence time of the gas in the 

plasma not via the flow rate or by a path length dependence but by either encountering 

more directly the inlet jet or by not entirely treating the stream since the size of the 

plasma is highly dependent on power (although it is the goal to isolate these factors to 

the greatest extent possible). The plasma regime is dependent on the pressure, plasma 

electrode separation and the power supplied and follows the typical atmospheric 

pressure voltage-current characteristic. These modes, in order of increasing current 

density, are Townsend, corona, spark, glow and arc (which is not attained in this study 

which never utilizes more than 5mA per microplasma). The reaction conditions are 

kept dilute in methane to simulate biogas conversion (10-30% methane in nitrogen). 
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This has the added advantage of reducing the equilibrium conversion of carbon(g) to 

carbon(s) at 3:1 ratios of nitrogen to methane. Nitrogen is explored as a diluent so that 

the conditions encouraging hydrocarbon upgrading are investigated prior to 

investigating the promoting of liquid oxygenation of hydrocarbons in dilute oxygen or 

water vapor streams. 

 

 

3.5 – Results from single microplasma microreactors 

 

Conversion, of up to 80% of methane, in a methane and nitrogen feed is accomplished 

using microscale technology with plasma regime and ultrafast flow velocity controlling 

the selectivity of the products. Selectivity to C2 hydrocarbons reaches 80% with the 

remainder being a mixture of propane, propene, and propyne along with carbon solid 

formed in the inner electrode region. The primary products in the glow regime show 

strong selectivity toward hydrocarbon couplings with MW < C6. The geometrical 

layout of the simple device is diagramed below. 

 

      

 

Figure 50: The inlet diameters of the PEEK tubing that are selected for each study (left). These tubes 

send flow directly into the center of the microplasma in the cross type reactor (right). The small orange 

PEEK tubing is used for the first study. 
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The inlet feed is 25% methane and 75% nitrogen. The flow rate is 13sccm. The reactor 

begins to thermalize the plasma at powers greater than 5W. 

 

 

 

Figure 51: In a plasma reactor, the conversion of methane and the selectivity to C2 hydrocarbons both 

reach 80% for 5W of power.  

 

The selectivity is strong toward C2H4 and C2H6 at ultrafast residence times. The power 

required to convert 60% of the inlet methane is less than 3W. The power data shows 

that the trend in conversion and selectivity relates more closely to which regime of 

plasma the reactor is using. The regime has already been demonstrated to be dictated 

by current density within the plasma (whether filamentary as in Townsend > spark > 

arc or diffuse such as in corona > glow). Thus, current density, which relates to plasma 

type, puts conversion on a single trend despite being at a variety of powers based on 

voltage changes. These voltage changes do affect efficiency which directly relates to 

power usage. It is also possible that the current density which relates to size of the 

plasma plume, until the positive column is saturated with its maximum space charge, 

may actually be describing the improved transport of the methane jet into the larger 

plasma plume at higher current densities. 
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Figure 52: The current is strongly related to conversion within the glow regime. 

 

Without this methane jet (1.58mm OD PEEK with 400µm ID for the methane jet), a 

1.58mm OD PEEK with 750µm ID tubing gives a much higher average residence time 

(not in the reactor which is the same for identical flow rates) but within the plasma 

plume itself (which sees a slower methane jet through the center of each plasma 

filament). This higher residence time leads to molecular coupling of C2 hydrocarbons. 

The modified inlet and its geometrical arrangement are shown below. 

 

 

      

 

Figure 53: The orifice diameter of the inlet tube is increased to 750µm to change the flow path through 

the plasma discharge (left). The assembled reactor is shown processing methane (right). This change in 

the orifice diameter is used demonstrate that selectivity changes based on that change in flow path. 
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The inlet feed is set at 10% methane and 90% nitrogen. The 80% selectivity to C2 

hydrocarbons is replaced with 50% selectivity to C2
 and 45% to C3 hydrocarbons.  

 

 

Figure 54: Three discharges in series both physically and electrically were used to treat a slow jet which 

is sent into the center of the diffusion limited discharge plume. 

 

The smaller 1.58mm OD tubing provides the methane jet into the middle of the 

discharge for the below figures (seven sizes of IDs are possible for this1.58mm OD 

tubing PEEK and would provide an interesting reactor design relationship to product 

yield and selectivity). This is the most desirable and uniform contact pattern with the 

entire plasma and therefore provides the intrinsic kinetics of the plasma without mass 

transport limitations from bypass diffusion. This ultrafast flow velocity achieves 

correspondingly higher conversion and selectivity which micro technology in general 

is so capable of generating. The study emphasizes the need for improved gas to plasma 

contact pattern. Microarchitecture could be manufactured using traditional laser cutting 

equipment to form channels in commercially available and inexpensive fiberglass 

spacers 500µm before each discharge in a multidischarge device. 
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A clear minimum in consumed power is observed at 2mA which is the beginning of 

the complete formation of the cathode column which defines the plasma regime glow 

discharge. Plasmas should be operated in parallel physically to treat higher flows at this 

optimum power load and in series electrically to achieve the desired conversion. 

 

Figure 55: The spark to glow transition in methane and nitrogen shows reduced energy uptake at 2mA. 

 

These observations allow the discharge energy which is actually transferred to chemical 

energy to be used to calculate a cumulative process efficiency. 

 

Figure 56: Cumulative efficiency is calculated based on product standard energy of formation minus the 

reactant standard energy of formation divided by the electrical energy. 
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At higher dilutions of 1:5 or 1:10 very little carbon is formed and this may be 

considered the threshold for long term performance. An inert such as the nitrogen is 

required to be recycled with uncaptured lower molecular weight hydrocarbons that are 

not easily collected. Steam may be used as a diluent to prevent coke formation or to 

remove formed coke within microplasma devices. The carbon formation closely 

follows the predictions made in DBD for methane and nitrogen flow ratios which 

tabulate ~1-5% for these conditions. Coke formation is very dependent on the discharge 

gap and electrode geometry. A brief recording of coke formation is seen as useful for 

future work. Identical single point and single rod reactors are built in parallel and coke 

formation is catalogued. The coke formation represents only a very small fraction of 

the feed (0.5-5%) for the 400-800µm plasma (dc glow) studied here. While it is a small 

percentage of the flow for these microchannel devices, it forms a thread that rapidly 

bridges the gap especially on sharp points or along glass if the point touches a glass 

surface. Coke formation experienced an extremely rapid drop at 30% methane that is 

likely due to the discharge having enough oxygen to consume the carbon from the 

surface. For this discharge gap of 750µm, the ratio was 30% methane for infinite life 

(ie. After four hours a carbon bridge or coking surface could not be identified). 

 

 
 
Figure 57: The coke formation required to short identical microgaps at each methane mole fraction is 

explored systematically.  
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The reactor geometry is altered to have a uniform slow velocity through the discharges 

to facilitate the addition of multiple plasmas to treat higher average flow rates.  

 

 

 

Figure 58: The reactor is fed with a 100µm inner diameter PEEK tube and higher average flow rates 

that are richer in methane to identify the optimum methane concentration for improved energy efficiency.  

 

The flow rate is 33sccm for this study. The reactor is powered to 2.2mA and 3kV which 

was ideal for the three pin series reactors. 

 

 

 

Figure 59: The increasing concentration of methane in the inlet shows C2 hydrocarbon coupling to C3 

only in the presence of inert (at 0.1 X(CH4)). 
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The previous data has been generated almost entirely within the glow regime. The 

electrode separation gap or current density can be adjusted and a power curve generated 

at the same powers but at lower currents due to the nonlinearity of the voltage versus 

current curve. The corona regime is equally interesting but found to be less efficient in 

converting methane by a factor of three. The value of exploring both diffuse regimes 

for hydrocarbon upgrading is in a comparison of selectivity toward different products 

which describes the average electron energy in the plasma. A corona discharge requires 

higher voltages (than glow discharge at the same electrode separation while both 

voltages tend to be very low for microplasma separations), has a positive differential 

resistance and has an extremely low formation threshold requirement for current 

density. 

 

  

Figure 60: A low current, high voltage corona discharge produces larger yields of high molecular weight 

unsaturated hydrocarbons and cokes faster than the glow discharge regime at higher currents and lower 

voltages. 

 

Increasingly concentrated ethane is preferentially produced over ethylene if the plasma 

is in corona regime. Ethylene is strongly converted to more unsaturated hydrocarbons 

such as acetylene and propyne. This contrasts sharply to the glow discharge regime in 

which the ethylene is five times higher in selectivity. The formed products (C3H4 and 

C3H6 and C3H8) which accounted for as much as 4% during other parts of the study, 
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here represent about 0.7% collectively. There are also chemical products possessing a 

longer retention time within the gas chromatograph column than water or C3 which 

indicates large hydrocarbons (C4 to C6 or partially oxidized hydrocarbons). 

 

 

3.6 – Results from fields of microplasma microreactors 

 

Second scaled up reactor with plasma arrays spaced at 1.5mm intervals. The first image 

shows four middle rods activated. The second image shows the three last rods activated. 

With electrical series, the desired rods can be activated and conversion of methane and 

carbon dioxide examined to estimate bypass. The second set of data is done with only 

the first five rods activated due to thermal limits of the FR4 board to 20W without any 

cooling or heat sink. For a discharge operating in the hysteresis portion between glow 

and corona, the required operating voltage is 700V and typical currents are 1-5mA.  

 

 

 

Figure 61: A manufactured PCB microreactor whose size is comparative to microelectronic packages. 
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For example, a linear array of four discharges utilizes 10W at the verge of the glow 

discharge regime. This array is used to process 10% methane in nitrogen. No internal 

microstructure is used in the device to direct flow into the plasma. 

 

 

 

Figure 62: The 10W plasma array reactor converts up to 80% of a 100-200 sccm flow of methane in 

90% nitrogen. The products are predominantly C3 hydrocarbons which account for more than 50% of 

the carbon from the converted methane. The carbon balance holds to around 5%. The cumulative 

efficiency (kJ electrical / kJ chemical) spans from 1% to 45%. 
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3.7 – Conclusion  

 

The ability is demonstrated by nonthermal plasma microreactors to convert 10 – 200 

sccm mixtures of nitrogen and methane (10-30%, CH4) with high yield to ethylene and 

other higher molecular weight hydrocarbon products whose relative ratios or further 

upgrading depends on plasma type and reactor design. The uniformity of the contact 

pattern of the flow with the plasma filament(s) is important and the strongest factor in 

determining the product distribution. For example, in a slow wide gas jet half of the 

fluid may pass through weakly ionized parts of plasma in the microchannels and 

produce C2 hydrocarbons. The other half (the central faster part of the gas jet) will pass 

through the region of strongest electron density and produce high molecular weight 

products. The conversion of methane to higher hydrocarbons is feasible at high 

efficiencies. The process is scalable within a single device or by numbering up of 

devices. Pure renewable electrical energy can activate chemical processes with lower 

energies than thermal processes and have that energy stored in chemical potentials for 

later use. A reactor could be designed to recover heavy hydrocarbons from the inert 

stream for recycle with relative ease. Safety is increased since each reactor is modular 

to its own internal microvolume and poses no risk to the streams adjacent to it. Process 

control is improved over thermal processes because thermal process have very long 

start up and cool down time constants. Electrical response for a plasma array is instant 

which is advantageous when considering chemical industries integration with 

renewable energy or a smart grid. 
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4.1 - Abstract 

 

A preliminary model for the data from the experimental methane coupling reaction in 

a plasma microreactor is assembled using finite element modeling. The reaction 

engineering model determines changes in concentration due to flux and production 

rates. The production rates are confined to a reaction zone which the plasma visibly 

occupies. The distribution of electron energies and their space charge density is not 

considered in the model. The optimization module is successful in determining the 

kinetic parameters for a perfect fit to the experimental data using four pre-exponential 

Arrhenius kinetic parameters. A comparison of the models extensibility to predict the 

performance of the plasma microreactor products for different flow rates is performed. 

Good agreement in trends is found to result for a wide range of flow rates. The largest 

deviations from the model predictions are found at the extreme low and high flow rates. 

At low flow rates, too much methane is converted. At high flow rates too little methane 

is converted. This indicates that the electron energy and space charge density need to 

be approximated in the model. For instance, if the space charge density were predicted 

using a Warburg distribution from the center of the discharge, there would be higher 

space charge in the center of the plasma reactor. At higher flow rates, a larger portion 

of the flow is in the center of the reactor (assuming a laminar parabolic profile is 

maintained). This larger portion of the flow would then encounter a higher number of 

electrons in the center of the reactor and the reaction would proceed faster. Higher 

conversion from the altered flow pattern encountering more electrons would result in a 

lower methane concentration at the outlet. This modification of the existing model is 

to be performed during following studies. Despite these shortcomings of the model it 

proved to be a useful tool in designing high performance plasma microreactors for 

chemical synthesis. 

 

 

Keywords: 

Finite element model, COMSOL, reaction, model, methane, corona, microreactor, 

optimization  
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4.2 – Introduction  

 

The chemical conversion of methane to C2 and C3 hydrocarbons, that is experimentally 

observed and reported previously, is evaluated based on finite element modelling in a 

finite element package in 2-D. The reactions of interest are facilitated by direct 

electrical activation of methane to its intermediates which results in hydrogen 

abstraction and subsequent hydrocarbon coupling. This electrical activation is 

accomplished in both the corona and glow regimes as described by optical diagnostics 

and electrical characterization. These atmospheric pressure regimes are accessed at 

microplasma electrode separation from one millimeter and smaller. Two alternative 

approaches are possible in modelling the experimental data. The first option is to use 

the governing differential equations for low energy plasma. This method can be used 

to track electrons and their energy distribution function based on several assumptions 

and classical theory. Each unobserved intermediate would also be tracked and 

depending on their activation energies resulting from the optimization module be 

labelled as likely or unlikely to be involved. The lesser computationally intensive 

modelling approach is to use an upper level reaction engineering approach and track 

only the experimentally observed species. An added complexity could be to 

spectroscopically measure the experimental spatial pattern for the electron density and 

calculate its energy distribution using classical models. This distribution of electron 

density could be confined to a geometry where it is physically observed to emit 

photons. The FEM model for the gas phase experimental data optimizes the minimized 

residual between the model average outlet concentration and the known experimentally 

measured concentration. This determines the observed kinetic rate pre-exponential and 

exponential terms. The determined kinetic parameters are then used to predict the 

experimental output of the reactor when the concentration at the inlet and its flow rate 

is changed through a detailed parameterization. The predictive robustness of the FEM 

model is evaluated by compared the deviation for different operating kinetics at the 

same power for that of this new data set. 
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4.3 – Geometry and mesh 

 
The specific geometry to be modelled is a rectangular channel with two of the three 

possible discharge regions activated. The 2D simplification accurately handles the non-

uniform reaction volume in x and y coordinates. The z coordinate is specified as a 

thickness of 400µm. The wall in the z directions of the reactor (out of and into the page) 

are optically polished glass except directly below and above the discharges where the 

electrodes are located. There is no jet at the inlet of the plasma reactor for this 

experiment in order to avoid adding unneeded complexities. The bypass for this data is 

expected to be high based on the physical space each discharge occupies. 

 

 

 

Figure 63: The flow enters the bottom line and flows through each of the possible discharge zones and 

out the specified top boundary. 

 

Outlet 

Plasma 

Inlet 
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The mesh for the microreactor geometry is as simple as possible since the high flow 

rates and rapid kinetics make the non-linear partial differential system of equations very 

stiff. The mesh is composed of 8275 triangular elements and 1136 quadrilateral 

elements. There are 684 edge elements and 18 vertex elements (since the two at the 

entrance are redundant and are for spatial probing only). The mesh quality is 0.33 on 

average and is made increasingly dense at the boundary of the plasma. 

 

4.4 – Kinetic Development 

 

The overall reaction rate laws are written to avoid assumptions in mechanistic reactions 

for which no specie data is taken. It is well known that the activation energy for direct 

methane activation is higher than the energy of activation for any oxygen bearing specie 

such as water vapor (which is present) which activates at 2.5eV and likely promotes 

hydrogen abstraction of the methane to CH3
+. 

 

CH4 + CH 4     
……r1……
→      C2H6 + H2 

C2H6                 
……r2……
→      C2H4 + H2 

   CH4 + C2H 4   
……r3……
→      C3H4 + 2H2 

C3H4                 
……r4……
→      C(s)              

 

The carbon balance is completed by coke formation from the heaviest measured 

hydrocarbon (other higher molecular species were produced but not measured due to 

column limitations). The rate expressions can be formulated based on the proposed 

reaction pathway. 

 

r1 = k1 ∙ CCH4 ∙ CCH4 

r2 = k2 ∙ CC2H4            

  r3 = k3 ∙ CCH4 ∙ CC2H4 

r4 = k4 ∙ CC3H4            
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The Arrhenius parameters are composed of a pre-exponential and an exponential 

activation energy. 

 

k1 = Af1 ∙ e
Ef1/RTe 

k2 = Af2 ∙ e
Ef2/RTe 

k3 = Af3 ∙ e
Ef3/RTe 

k4 = Af4 ∙ e
Ef4/RTe 

 

 

 

4.5 – Conservation laws 

 

The governing conservation equations are described by the listed simplified partial 

differential equations which were developed for this FEM model. The transport 

equations relate to continuity (mass conservation) and incompressible transport at 

ambient pressure. The dispersion and convection of the gas may be augmented by the 

body force (F) if charged species are needed to interact with the electric field in the 

inner electrode gap. 

 

ρ(u ∙ ∇)u = ∇ [−pl + μ(∇u + (∇u)T) −
2

3
μ(∇ ∙ u)l] + F 

∇ ∙ (ρu) = 0 

 

This can be simply described in the context of the physical model which is a channel 

in dimensions (x,y) with a uniform shallow thickness (z). The divergence of the 

velocity field is easily determined by the velocity times it’s coordinate. 

 

∇u = ux + vy 

γ = √0.5 ∙ (4 ∙ ux2 + 2(uy + vx)2 + 4 ∙ vy2) + ε 
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The velocity at the wall is set to a boundary condition of no slip (zero gas velocity at 

the wall) since the gas does not flow at the rough surface. Laminar inflow is enforced 

since the entrance tube is over 1m in length which is an approximation since the tube 

shape changes from cylindrical to a channel in under 3cm of length. The Reynolds 

number changes during the flow parameterization data but is very close to laminar. 

 

The mass conservation equations support a mixture averaged diffusivity matrix which 

is incorporated into the convection and diffusion flux expression for each specie. 

 

∇ ∙ ji + ρ(u ∙ ∇)ωi = Ri 

 

Ni = ji + ρuωi 

 

ji = −(ρDi
m∇ωi + ρωiDi

m
∇Mn
Mn

+ Di
T
∇T

T
) 

 

Di
m =

1 − ωi

∑
kx

Dik
k≠i

,     Mn = (∑
ωi
Mi

i

)

−1
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4.6 – Extracting the kinetics through optimization module fitting of power data 

 

A cut line through the first plasma zone can be used to examine the spatial 

concentration within the model to determine the flow bypass and match it to 

experiment.  

 

 

 

Figure 64: The first plasma zone cut line which is used to examine the transverse reaction profile. 

 

The cut line along the transverse profile of the first discharge shows that ethane is 

dehydrogenated to ethylene within the first plasma. Ethane shows a change from 

convex to concave line shape at the densest part of the plasma as expected. This 

phenomena is natural since the denser filament will produce higher concentrations of 

ethane. This higher ethane concentration will then increase the production rate of 

ethylene through the rate law and result in its own increased consumption. Ethylene 

consumption is more complex since it must couple with methane to produce propylene. 
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Its rate law is therefore also dictated by methane concentration in the first plasma 

discharge. 

 

 

 

Figure 65: The transverse profile of the first plasma filament follows the expected behavior defined by 

the rate laws and their chemical concentration dependencies. 
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A longitudinal cut line shows the diffusion of products outside of the plasma zone. The 

impact of the flow due to electric field interaction with ions and bulk neutrals is 

neglected based on the diminutive relative magnitude compared to the intensity of the 

volumetric flow. The longitudinal cut line is taken down the length of the reactor and 

passes through both of the active plasma regions (the third region not being activated 

during the data collection of this particular study). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 66: The longitudinal cut line which generates the 2D concentration profile of the reacting species. 
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The FEM output for a sample run shows a longitudinal mass fraction profile based on 

the cut line previously illustrated. The conversion of methane is rapid in the center of 

the filament at 5mm. Its concentration recovers as it mixes with the bypass methane 

after the plasma filament. This occurs after the plasma filaments centered at 5mm and 

25mm. The outlet steady state concentrations for this power setting and flow selection 

can then be taken (at 50mm) and compared to experimental results. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 67: The longitudinal mass fraction shows the response of each species concentration as it passes 

into and remixes after each plasma filament. 
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The concentration surface profiles show the described flow bypass very clearly. The 

portion of fluid that enters the plasma filament is easily recognized to be less than half 

of the total flow. This is desired from a mathematical standpoint since the effect of 

interacting plumes would be difficult to model chemically. There are also physical 

limitations when studying a single plasma filament or filaments in series. They may 

not be placed close enough to interact with the spacer boundaries.  

 

 

 

Figure 68: The surface profile for the reactor. Methane mass fraction is highest at the bottom inlet and 

lowest at the top exit. 
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The surface profile for the products is equally interesting and demonstrates the power 

of FEM models when designing reactors for certain products. For example, the 

products ethylene and ethane interact so that contacting ethane produces more ethylene. 

The arrangement of the plasma filament can be used to isolate intermediate products or 

to maximize the electrical efficiency of a process by converting ethane to ethylene 

using the most efficient plasma filament placement. 

 

 

 

Figure 69: The ethylene mass fraction surface plot shows that the highest product yield is actually after 

only one plasma filament. If all the fluid were treated uniformly by placing many discharges in an offset 

and staggered formation much high electrical efficiencies than 40% could be achieved. 
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The ethane concentration surface plot shows similar information. Based on the mass 

fraction around the first plasma filament, a residence time reduction of ten or a hundred 

times would produce almost entirely ethane. It should be noted that a different energy 

distribution based on gap separation or on current density or plasma regime (location 

on the current versus voltage curve) could also easily yield the same effect at the higher 

residence time. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 70: The surface mass fraction plot for ethane shows it is produced at the boundary of the first 

plasma filament and almost entirely consumed in favor of ethylene before reaching the exit. 
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The final cut line is placed at the end of the reactor and represents the point where the 

boundary average concentrations are taken from the FEM model in order to compare 

them with the experimental data. 

 

 

Figure 71: The average mass fraction for each species is averaged and exported to for comparison with 

experimental data using the boundary probe. 

 

The pre-exponential kinetics are described previously as dependent on the number of 

electrons as determined by the current. These kinetics are adjusted by an optimization 

routine after an initial guess is provided. The optimization module in the FEM package 

is set to minimize the residual of the square of the difference between the model and 

experimental result at each of the power settings. These resulting kinetics are developed 

as a function of applied power. The electron temperature remains relatively constant 

(exponential electron temperature distribution) in the glow discharge regime since the 
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increase in voltage is slight over a large change in current. The pre-exponential kinetic 

term is in this way almost entirely determined by the current passing through the plasma 

filament. The relatively constant electric potential applied to the plasma filament 

determines the electron energy distribution and the constant exponential factor. The 

power data is plotted in terms of the controlling parameter (current density) and both 

the experimental data and the FEM output resulting from the optimization module. The 

FEM output fits the data perfectly (the red line is offered as a visual aid only – the red 

circles are the FEM output).  

 

 

Figure 72: The conversion of methane to its coupled forms is accurately reproduced. The concentrations 

of C2H6, C2H4 and C3H4 are directly overlapping the experimental measurements.  
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The red line of the last plot is forecasted outside the bounds of the model in order to 

demonstrate that the model kinetics are valid only for the power for which the data is 

modeled against and extrapolation to conditions other than considered within this study 

must be done with experience and understanding.    

 

 

4.7 – Evaluation of the reaction model for flow rate changes 

 

The finished kinetic model, which is fitted to the previous power study, is evaluated for 

correctness or robustness by using the discovered current dependent kinetics at only 

one of the power levels and then applying the model to predict the resulting conversion 

and yields under different inlet concentrations of methane which are also delivered at 

varying flow rates. In this way, the model will have these rigorous demands to 

demonstrate its validity which otherwise would not be well known. Also, short 

comings, which are present in all models, reveal which simplifications are less valid. 
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Figure 73: The previous kinetics extracted from the power study very closely predict the results for each 

of the species during the flow study. 

 

The deviation which is observed in the mass fraction of ethane is likely based on an 

incorrect guess of the plasma reaction boundary which is probably an underestimate (it 

was taken as the visual bounds of the photoionized plasma channel which emitted light 

detected by human inspection). The model did accurately predict the results of that 

experiment except in one aspect. The low flow rates of the fourth plot deviate 

downward from the actual measured mass fraction. The experimental explanation is 

simple. A syringe pump is used to determine the flow from the reactor at extremely low 

flow rates while the mass flow controllers are opened upstream. The pressure regulator 

is set to 25psi which is a higher pressure than atmospheric. The syringe pump therefore 

increases the pressure in the reactor proportional to the lower draw rate. The C3H4 

product kinetics respond rapidly to increased methane concentration which is 

proportional to inlet pressure (as previously observed in experimental conditions when 

varying methane ratio to nitrogen inert). Higher hydrocarbons were not measured 

during these runs due to column limitations but a more in depth study of  ~ > C8 

hydrocarbons should be investigated at high flow rate and pressure. 
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4.8 – Conclusion  

 

The process macroscopic kinetics are determined by the FEM optimization. The FEM 

model yields are compared to experimental yields during extraction of kinetic values 

and during predictive flow testing. The proposed model has four simple product rate 

laws, laminar flow in a microchannel, diffusion determined by mixture averaged 

properties, isothermal cooling of the product stream by the bulk during this room 

temperature plasma treatment.  

 

The fundamental modeling knowledge that is gained here can be used to treat fields of 

plasma filaments which are staggered spatially in order to leave almost all of the flow 

directly treated by making less gas bypass and more flow path gas-plasma intersections. 

This can be accomplished by staggering plasma discharges and by using internal spacer 

microarchitecture to direct the flow into the center of the filaments for high conversion 

and selectivity at excellent electrical efficiencies. 

 

The calibration for the products is accurate and based on injections from high purity 

standards. The value of the product yield is reliable since the product peak areas grow 

to the same size as products are reduced to a much smaller fraction of their original 

peak area on the HID. Coke formation is reduced by operating at 0.5 to 0.9 mass 

fraction nitrogen and could be eliminated by purging the reactor with steam at cleaning 

cycle intervals. High conversion of methane poor streams are achieved with electrical 

to chemical conversion efficiency upward of 40%. Reactor lifetime is prolonged by 

operating at microseparations that are optimally designed to soften the electron energy 

distribution. This is done by operating far enough from Paschen’s minimum for the 

processed gas mixture. Glow discharges in series can be modelled using finite element 

modelling. The kinetics are recorded for future use and are most useful in design 

iteration. An optimal reactor design could be produced which would optimize yield at 

the highest possible electrical efficiency using this package. Further study should focus 

on types of flow distributors, discharge array types, micropoint types and higher 

molecular weight hydrocarbons which facilitate product separation and recovery. 
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5.1 - Abstract 

 

A plasma microreactor for the carbon dioxide dry reforming of methane successfully 

converted methane and carbon dioxide to synthesis gas at atmospheric pressure and 

ambient temperature. The maximum conversion is 70%. Flow rates ranged from 2-

200sccm. The energy cost is as low as 200-400kJ/mol. More than 90% selectivity to 

synthesis gas is achieved during these experiments with C2 and C2 C(s) (1-2%) making 

up the remainder. Carbon solid formation is reduced to 1-2% from 8-12% by reducing 

the scale of the plasma from 1cm to 1mm and thereby increasing the flow velocity of 

the gas in the plasma itself to achieve ultrafast residence times necessary to maximize 

selectivity and conversion. The maximum conversion for low flow rates during flow 

rate parameterizations is used to characterize several plasma microreactor geometries 

in terms of gas bypass around the active electron region of the plasma. More than 30-

40% of the gas is not directly treated in the plasma and could result in reducing the 

energy consumption per mole of synthesis gas by almost half. These experiments in 

single plasma microreactors and series of plasma microreactors are used to evaluate the 

dry reforming reaction for potential industrial application. 

 

 

Keywords:  

Dry reforming, methane, corona, microplasma, synthesis gas, dc plasma, carbon 

dioxide 
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5.2 – Introduction  

 

Dry reforming of methane has been studied actively for its potential contribution to 

both a hydrogen economy and for synthesis gas production. The reaction is typically 

performed in the presence of thermally activated catalysts since the reaction must be 

operated at high temperature to proceed and low pressure for optimum yields. Non-

thermal plasma is particularly effective as an activator for this reaction because the 

reactor can remain at low temperature and pressure and alleviates the formation of coke 

which is strongly coupled to a higher activation energy barrier than the activated 

reaction itself. The largest research focus has been directed toward dielectric barrier 

discharge and high current thermal dc torches.160, 161, 162 This is due to the efficiency 

and yield gains which are perceived for ac over dc plasma in the improved contact area 

of the gas with the plasma accordingly proportional to the number of ac filaments 

formed during the average residence time of the gas. Several studies report good 

efficiencies (around 200kJ/mol at 70% efficiency). Often this is due to dilutions of the 

feed with noble gases such as helium or argon (up to half of the feed volumetrically). 

Very exciting controlled work in an alternating current non-thermal gliding discharge, 

which uses inertial flow effects and controlled power parameters to lengthen the plasma 

reaction volume, attains the highest dry reforming efficiency in literature at 50% 

conversion (89 kJ/mol at 91.4% efficiency).163 

 

This study reports that a series array of continuous dc glow discharges in a microreactor 

can be shown to improve energy efficiency, conversion, yield, selectivity and reduce 

coking by uniformly treating the inlet feed gas using a microemitter array for the 

formation nonthermal microplasma. Inherent energy gains based on reduced electric 

potentials required to produce the same (lower energy) number of charge density in a 

plasma has long been understood. Plasma operation using microplasma gives more low 

energy initiators for select reactions that are desired. Since residence times required for 

fully performing the dry reforming reaction are on the order of microseconds, lack of 

conversion is typically bypass of the plasma filament itself in flow through reactors. 
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B. Zhu et al demonstrate (in Figure 1 of the referenced publication) that energy 

consumption (kJ/mol) increases and then decreases with gap separation.164 This 

optimum implies that it is the space occupied by the plasma and the flow profile in the 

plasma device which work with or against each other in different reactor flow 

configurations.  

 

It is a useful microreactor design utilizing arrays of microstructures which is capable 

of scaling the process from one discharge to multiple discharges at the same low power. 

Low powers are required to improve conversion and efficiency based on the uniform 

treatment of the flow at near microsecond residence times. This has the added 

advantage of reducing coking due to elimination of competing side reactions by having 

a uniform flow profile in the discharge.  

 

R Snoeckx et al correctly reports that, “The effect of the frequency is more 

complicated: we observed that the product of frequency (f) and residence time (s), 

being a measure for the total number of microdischarge filaments which the gas 

molecules experience when passing through the reactor, was critical. For most cases, a 

higher number of filaments yields higher values for conversion and energy 

efficiency.”165 It is inherent in the design of plasma microreactors that allows for the 

uniform treatment of the gas flow in a plasma field. This is necessary both to reach high 

conversions and efficiencies.  

 

With respect to the controlled low energy of the electron initiators in microcoronas or 

glows, it is possible to select certain chemical pathways that strategically results in 

higher efficiency based on improved yields. Korada Supat et al points out that the 

average electron energy in a centimeter corona discharge is less than 6eV and that 

dissociation but not ionization of methane is possible.166 This control over product 

selectivity is not likely tunable when using high peak voltage ac plasma or pulsed dc 

plasmas that have pulse durations longer than nanoseconds (the time required to 

interact and accelerate an electron in the proximity of the corona glow). The trends are 
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very similar when relating process parameters between low energy and high peak 

energy plasma which makes those processes very intriguing.167 

 

In this study, the direct chemical activation using continuous dc microplasma for 

carbon dioxide dry reforming of methane has been successfully performed. The product 

reactions yield synthesis gas with a selectivity of up to 90% with the remainder as C2 

hydrocarbons. The microplasma conversion of methane and carbon dioxide to 

synthesis gas is energetically competitive with thermal dry reforming (kJ/mol synthesis 

gas produced) at low conversion of methane (15%). In a scaled-up reactor (which 

unfortunately had high bypass (30 - 50%)), the process is more energy intensive than 

thermal dry reforming at high conversion (70%). Regardless, the highest reported 

efficiency for plasma conversion of stranded methane to liquid fuel precursors without 

the use of physical catalyst is achieved using dc microplasma in arrays on a 

microreactor platform. 

 

5.3 – Methane dry reforming experimental setup and reactor geometry 

 

Two 200 sccm Brooks™ mass flow controllers, which are operated by a single 

microcontroller, are fed methane and carbon dioxide by gas cylinders regulated to 25 

psi. The mass flow controllers are calibrated volumetrically. A 20ml vial is filled with 

water and glass spheres. The inlet gas is sparged through the water to obtain a consistent 

water vapor content based on the flow velocity and ambient temperature. This mixture 

of methane, nitrogen and water vapor reaches a typical flow velocity of 0.5m/s in the 

inlet tubing which forms a jet into a perpendicular dc non-thermal plasma. The effluent 

is sampled using either an in-line 150μL sampling loop or 1μL Hamilton Syringe via 

the front port of a SRI model 6100 gas chromatograph using HID detection after a 

Hayesep D column. Mass spectrometry is used to identify products. The 150μL 

sampling loop is used for minor species while major species are measured using the 

10μL Hamilton Syringe. A simple illustration for the setup is shown below.  
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Figure 74: The gas cylinder regulator and mass flow controller output flow to the microplasma device 

which is sampled by both a manual 150μL sample injection loop and 10μL syringe.  

 

A single plasma discharge series using tungsten rods yields the fundamental conversion 

possible in single plasma filament. Bypass is a relevant issue since the plasma is not 

allowed to touch the walls and flow can pass through the reactor around the plasma. 

 

      

 

Figure 75: The T design (new) and Cross design (after 10hr operation) are used to produce dry 

reforming data. 

 

The power supplied to a single discharge is 1 - 6W. Higher powers and conversion are 

reached by increasing the number of discharges in series. Higher residence times and 

conversion are reached by increasing the number of discharges in parallel. 
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5.4 – Results from series of single microplasma microreactors 

 

An initial flow parameterization can be useful in determining the processing capability 

of a discharge. The cross design microplasma reactor is used to obtain an idea of the 

maximum conversion possible for each of the species relative to each other. While not 

mechanistically representative of the actual activation energy barrier for these reactions 

since third party species such as vibrationally activated water may interact in the 

reaction network process, it still offers an estimate of the effective energy required to 

make one molecule of desired product under these conditions. 

 

 

 

Figure 76: The raw data shows the elution of gas products over time for each of the flow rates (sccm).   

 

The maximum conversion in methane is observed to be slightly higher than that of 

carbon dioxide. From this data, it has been identified that the effective activation energy 

for CO2 is greater than that of CH4. This  
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The previous raw data is then integrated and normalized (Figure 76) or calibrated using 

standard gas chromatography calibrations developed during this study (Figure 77). 

 

 

Figure 77: The products are identified as CO, H2 and C2 hydrocarbons.  

 

 

Figure 78: The product selectivity is very strong toward CO/H2 (almost 95%) with a ratio of 1.3:1. 
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5.5 – Results from fields of microplasma in a microreactor 

 

The second data set is the slightly scaled up reactor with an array of rods with 30 micron 

sharp points. These metal emitter electrodes are spaced at intervals which when 

activated could reduce bypass by intercepting flow that would normally move around 

a single horizontal line of electrode gaps. With a greater number of discharges, larger 

powers are required. However, with a greater number of discharges and a higher gas 

flow rate it is possible to increase both yield and the conversion due to bypass reduction. 

Both of these factors lead to higher process efficiency for microplasma dry reforming. 

 

       

 

Figure 79: FR4 electrical board is used to house a channel that is hexagonal. The channel is defined 

from the inlet copper tube to the outlet copper tube on the opposite end. The rods have counterparts on 

the top and bottom face of the FR4 board and are soldered in such a way as to make an electrical series.  

 

Second scaled up reactor with plasma arrays spaced at 1.5mm intervals. The first image 

shows four middle rods activated. The second image shows the three last rods activated. 

With electrical series, the desired rods can be activated and conversion of methane and 

carbon dioxide examined to estimate bypass. The second set of data is done with only 

the first five rods activated due to the unanticipated thermal limits of the FR4 board to 

20W without using active cooling from a heat sink. For a CO2 discharge operating in 

the hysteresis portion with what would be between glow and corona for a plasma air 

discharge, the required operating voltage is 700V and typical currents are 1-5mA. 

Carbon dioxide dry reforming of methane can be evaluated as an example performance 

indicator for the horizontal single array. The results are shown below. The raw 

integrated output from the gas chromatography unit (Figure 79) and the relevant 
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calibrated compounds that are involved in the carbon and hydrogen balance (Figure 

80) are depicted as in the power parameterization described previously. 

 

 
 
Figure 80: C2 hydrocarbons are produced in minority while CO and H2 show the strongest selectivity. 

 

 
 
Figure 81: More than 60% conversion of CO2 can be accomplished for more than 15sccm feed in the 

footprint of a quarter sized plasma carbon dioxide dry reforming microreactor. 
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The first and second reactor can be compared for energy cost as long as it is understood 

that the conversion at each flow rate or power dictates an additional energy cost that 

will be required in separations. 

 

 
 
Figure 82: The flow rate shows that at 20 to 140sccm the microplasma dry reforming of methane with 

carbon dioxide is competitive with thermal dry reforming however the conversion of feed is 40% rather 

than 90%. 

 
 
Figure 83: The array reactor has 50% bypass (which can be changed with reactor design and power 

delivery optimizations) as described before and would be about half the energy cost to run at the same 

conversion. 
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The bypass for a non-linear array of plasma spaced at intervals approximately equal to 

the size of each plasma filament is likely 50% (the plasma is spaced at 1.5mm intervals 

for the previous study). All of the rods (those staggered in a second row behind the first 

row) being active would likely result in higher efficiency with similar selectivity 

toward synthesis gas (90%) at higher conversions (90% instead of the achieved 70%) 

despite the increased power consumption if the flow rate is increased without increased 

bypass as preliminary data for scaled devices suggests. 

 
 

5.6 – Conclusion  

 

The feasibility of microplasma carbon dioxide dry reforming in a microreactor with a 

dc sustaining voltage under 1kV has been demonstrated. More than 70% conversion of 

carbon dioxide is achieved in an unoptimized reactor with only a single horizontal array 

of pins activated. The electrical efficiencies based on production of moles of synthesis 

gas is reported and compares favorably with the ideal thermodynamic efficiency of a 

thermal dry reforming process. The formation of carbon solid is reported at each of the 

methane mole fractions tested during the study. Reactor lifetime in pure is methane is 

30s. Reactor lifetime is several days at 10-30% methane in carbon dioxide. Air purges 

can be used to clean the electrodes if it is not desirable to add an oxidant to the inlet 

stream. Glass should be avoided in the construction of microplasma dry reforming 

reactors. Especially, when glass would be in direct contact with the electrodes. The 

microplasma reactor is incredibly small for the feeds which it can process based on the 

usual reduction in residence time required for microtechnology. The devices are 

completely modular which means once the individual devices are optimized, no other 

optimization is necessary when scaling up. The number of the devices used to treat 

larger flows can simply be increased. This technology can be used to manufacture a 

useful product from point source carbon dioxide and methane emissions. The carbon 

dioxide dry reforming of methane to synthesis gas is a useful reaction when stimulated 

by nonthermal microplasma. Renewable energy can be used to reduce carbon dioxide 

at off-plant sites. Microtechnology is modular and at full scale might only by a cubic 

meter in size to treat the same flow rates that thermal dry reforming could treat while 
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it occupied a small building. Microplasma has energy savings that are built into its 

reduced length scale and should be the most efficient form of plasma that can be used 

to drive chemical reactions certainly more so than thermally driven processes. Room 

temperature catalysts with good absorption of electrically activated species could easily 

improve the process further. The microtechnology platform is naturally suited to enable 

this methane dry reforming application. The limitations to microplasma carbon dioxide 

dry reforming are the bypass when the technology is not fully scaled (not at full power 

or with enough pins to cover all the flow lines) which prevents reaching 99% 

conversion to synthesis gas. Engineering the design of multiple plasma filament 

formation in parallel takes careful design and experience.  
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6.1 - Abstract 

 

Dc plasma has been applied in a corona discharge microchannel device. The plasma 

microchannel reactor is successful in completely decoloring part per million 

Rhodamine B dye in water. Rhodamine B is representative of numerous toxic organic 

contaminants in groundwater. Its complete removal to part per billion concentrations 

demonstrates the application of dc plasma microreactors for advanced oxidation of 

organic toxins in water. The energy consumption per mole of dye removed is recorded 

for a stirred tank plasma batch reactor and a plasma microchannel device. The effects 

of inlet flow rate, reactor volume, electrical ballasting, stir speed, applied power, pulse 

frequency and pulse duration are explored. The resulting batch reactor data is fit with 

an exponential psuedo-first order reaction rate. There are significant mass transfer 

limitations at the plasma interface where solvated electrons generate high energy 

reactive radicals that are short lived on the order of microseconds. While the mass 

transfer limitations exist in any plasma water system, they are reduced in the plasma 

microchannel device since the surface to volume ratio of the reactor interface is 

thousands of times higher than in the batch reactor. The parameters needed to achieve 

complete removal of the dye Rhodamine B from a water stream is recorded for the 

plasma microchannel device and its energy efficiency compared to that of the batch 

reactor using the same electrical discharge application technology.  

 

 

Keywords:  

Corona discharge, dc plasma, advanced oxidation, toxic organic contaminants, 

microchannel, plasma, Rhodamine B 
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6.2 – Introduction  

 

Increasing urbanization of an expanding population intensifies the need for 

groundwater reuse. This introduces additional health concerns beyond chemical 

sanitation and storage of the reused water. There are chemical derivatives of medicinal 

drugs, fertilizer byproducts and even accumulation of haloacetic acids from city water 

sanitation treatment that need to be considered if groundwater is to remain healthy. For 

example, in Newfoundland a water quality report contained the following data. 

 

 

Figure 84: The concentration of haloacetic acids in Newfoundland and Labrador. More than a hundred 

sites are above the guideline of 80ppb out of the four hundred sites tested. 

Only advanced oxidation techniques are capable of reducing these toxic organic 

contaminants to sub-ppm and sub-ppb levels. As groundwater reuse becomes 

intensified, it will be important to develop suitable solutions to mitigate water health 

problems before they occur. Many of these compounds are difficult for the environment 

to degrade and they persist indefinitely in some cases. Plasma advanced oxidation 
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processes is one of many types of advanced oxidation processes that can be used to 

address and remediate toxic organic contaminants in groundwater supplies. 

 

6.3 – Advanced oxidation process alternatives 

 

There are a variety of promising advanced oxidation processes that can be used to treat 

trace toxic organic contaminants. Photocatalytic, ozone, sonication, plasma techniques 

have all been applied to completely reduce ppm level toxic organic contaminants to 

ppb level and below. Photoelectrochemical and photocatalytic techniques have both 

identified benefits from using thin film catalyst on a microtechnology platform during 

application for dye removal.168 Ozonolysis has been used for dye oxidation in micro 

and meso advanced-flow reactors as a visual metric prior to application for chemical 

synthesis using ozone on the same platform.169 Sonication techniques are also viable 

for the removal of trace organic contaminants represented by dye.170 Different types of 

plasma have also been applied to many reactor configurations. Examples include a 

surface dielectric barrier discharge above an open water dish.171 

 

6.4 – Dye decoloration plasma chemical systems 

 

A great deal of excellent research has been performed on plasma chemical advanced 

oxidation processes.172, 173, 174 Dyes are most frequently used as a suitable representative 

for many toxic organic contaminants. Reactors are typically wire above liquid in a tube 

or point electrode above a column of water. High energy discharges inside a liquid 

microchannel device have been used to test the energetic efficiency for organic 

removal. 175 This study is the first application of pulsed low energy dc corona 

discharges above an open microchannel device for the destruction of Rhodamine B 

which demonstrates the feasibility of completely removing toxic organic contaminants 

in a microchannel device. Higher degradation efficiencies than for a stirred tank reactor 

using the same pulse system which further demonstrates that the highest energy OH 

radicals at the interface of the plasma can be used to reduce mass transport limits in a 

microchannel device.  
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6.5 – Power supply application technology 

 

The trigger to the IGBT gate is much faster than the high voltage switch itself. The 

minimum pulse duration for the trigger is almost 20ns. The output from the function 

generator trigger is measured by a high speed oscilloscope. 

 

 

 

Figure 85: The function generator trigger sent to the high voltage switch that forms the pulse train 

controls the pulse duration for the plasma discharges to the water surface. 

 

This shows the function generator output is capable of 20ns output maximum (the light 

purple). The IGBT is much slower than this due to the need for tolerating high voltages 

in the N- layer (which makes it thicker) charge recombination is hence slower and the 

turn-off time is slow. This means that a dual IGBT slave relationship could switch off 

the charge side for increased speed or a stack of MOSFETs that are high speed (20ns) 

(stacked for higher voltage tolerance) would be capable of nanosecond solid state pulse 

application for the flow through and batch devices. This would be a better controlled 

output pulse generator than the widely used dual spark gap system applied during the 

study of the nanosecond microdrip reactor. The most useful electrical characterization 

is the actual output at 1kHz. This shows the pulse duration at the minimum switch 

speed for the IGBT is near 50µs. This is the measurement without a load attached. 
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Figure 86: The generated pulse without a load shows a maximum peak applied voltage of 4.5kV. 

 

The maximum pulse speed achievable by the pulsed IGBT solid state switch setup is 

50 µs at (1kHz). Next, the impact of the applied pulse as it responds to the plasma load 

(which is capacitive) is recorded. The red, yellow and orange curves are different 

heights due to refilling the channel (the microsyringe pump is off) with water for the 

plasma (water height dictates the electrode gap and plasma voltage drop). It was 

checked that this did not interfere with the external pulse circuit by allowing it to 

change and examining the minimum pulse duration. 

 

Figure 87: The applied voltage pulse to the reactor channel at lower frequencies for a 1% pulse duration. 
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This means the pulse generator is capable of 4kV pulses with a 400 µs duration when 

at sub-kHz frequencies. The experiments were operated with a 1% duty factor unless 

noted. At 5Hz, which would be the slowest waveform used in this study, a 5ms pulse 

duration is generated. 

 

 

Figure 88: The plot can be extended to show the behavior of 10Hz to 1Hz pulses such as were used in 

the first efficiency plot and can be used to calculate the energy consumption during dye degradation for 

these very prolonged pulse discharges.  
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6.6 – Results from batch microplasma reactor 

 

The batch liquid system consists of a quartz cuvette with spectroscopy couplings. A 

stainless steel wire applies positive electric potential to the water. The electrode is 

grounded and suspended above the surface of the liquid by less than 1mm. The liquid 

is raised in electric potential by a submerged metal disk. The batch reactor is fabricated 

to hold continuously stirred water to whose surface an electric potential is applied with 

a plasma filament as an electrode. This electric potential is applied using an ionized 

plasma filament driven by constant dc and pulsed dc electric fields from a 

microstructured emitter rod. The plasma is generated between an electrochemically 

etched probe or array of probes and the fluid. An example reactor schematic is depicted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 89: The batch plasma reactor system uses microplasma to decolor a toxic organic dye that 

represents toxic organic contaminants in general. A discharge from the tip of the needle forms to the 

surface of the dye mixture and the circuit is completed using a solid state switch. 

Rhodamine B is used as a representative organic molecule for a variety of toxic organic 

contaminants that can be found in the environment. This dye is frequently used in a 

variety of advanced oxidation processes and will allow this electrochemical 

purification system to be evaluated in terms of efficiency that are strongly related to 

systems using other processes. The dye is decolorized while being continuously 

monitored under ultraviolet-visible light absorption spectroscopy. 
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Figure 90: The quartz cuvette holds 4ml of water. The optical spectroscopy probes couple into the side 

of the steel receptacle. A stir bar is used to homogenize the dye. 

 

A microplasma dc glow discharge or pulsed dc glow discharge with peak voltage at 

3.5kV and average voltage around 500V is ignited with the liquid as the positive 

electrode.  This system establishes a baseline dye degradation efficiency for the 

frequently studied plasma discharge batch system which will be compared to the 

plasma microchannel device to identify improvements in radical transport through the 

films of reacting liquid which are being exposed to the discharge. In situ absorbance 

measurements give real time results without samples being extracted from the batch 

reaction vessel. The temperature is maintained at room temperature by natural heat 

transfer. 
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It is observed that the efficiency barely changes as power is linearly deposited into the 

fluid for the batch system. The frequency of pulses can therefore be adjusted to increase 

fluid treatment rate to the desired concentration reduction chemical contaminant.  

 

The results of the batch reactor are necessary to confirm that activating a large volume 

of fluid using a small volume activation is inefficient compared to microplasma flow 

through devices. The comparison is made by calculating a G factor for both systems. 

For the batch system, the reported G50% does change slightly with other parameters 

such as pulse frequency but with only a small long term statistically significant change 

in a single order of magnitude for degradation efficiency of the dye (energy savings of 

four times with a two order of magnitude decrease in number of discharges per second 

– this is likely due to changes in the plasma filament). The treatment time for several 

discharge frequencies is reported where efficiency is based on the delivered power to 

the digital IGBT and reactor. The pulse frequency is the equal to that of the pulse train 

delivered to the IGBT gate where a positive 7.5V allows current across chip and 

through discharge into the reactor at the interface. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 91: Batch reactor and drip tests for pulse frequency. The plot tabulates the 50% removal 

efficiency by comparing the moles removed to the total power required to generate the partial discharge. 
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For contrast, the energy efficiency of a nanosecond microdrip reactor is displayed with 

the batch reactor data taken at each of these frequencies. The complete covering of the 

droplet with the electrical discharge which has a confined pulse duration to several 

hundred nanoseconds shows more than twice the dye can be degraded for the same 

energy demand. This system has a lower throughput which puts it at a disadvantage to 

the batch system (Hence, the microchannel flow through reactor design being selected 

as the following liquid study of interest. This system has higher throughput and still 

retains the higher average concentration of dye exposed sequentially and completely at 

each plasma filament. This results in higher efficiencies). The G factor for the batch 

and microdrip agree well with literature results for tabulated treatment efficiencies 

while those studies which were performed with different power supplies and different 

volumes and flows but similar systems. The exact efficiency values are important to 

corroborate if the results of the following flow through system are to be extensible to 

other research systems. An example image of the discharge collected from the 

microdrip reactor over several passes through the device is shown to establish the 

appearance of the dye during the ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy. The starting 

concentration of the dye is 4ppm. 

 

 

 

Figure 92: The water on the left is the dye solution. The water on the right is the remainder of a 60ml of 

dye solution recycled through the microdrip reactor during discharge. 
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An example plot from the batch reactor data shows that the G50% is attained at roughly 

130 minutes at this treatment volume and power. The volume is 4ml and the power is 

0.35W applied at 5Hz. 

 

 

Figure 93: A typical degradation curve for the batch system fits an exponential decay. This is likely not 

due to homogenous batch reactor kinetics but mass transfer from the point of reaction through the 

interface at the boundary of the pulsed partial discharge. 

 

The data from the batch reactor follows exponential first order form. This is due to 

mass transport limitations rather than purely kinetic limitations based on information 

using dye fluorescent spectroscopy to identify the spatial mass transport of dye in a 

flow through experimental system. This is the reason that the kinetics from any specific 

research literature are not applicable between publications with each group proposing 

“effective” kinetic parameters valid only for their own system or systems which are 

very similar. 

 

A parameterization of pulse duration (at 5Hz) which means that the total pulse duration 

is of the type of a slow millisecond pulse in which the pulse duration is not short enough 

to interact with the development of the individual plasma formation shows that net 

effect of increased pulse duration is current flowing through the cell. The efficiency is 

relatively unchanged. 
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Figure 94: The variable duration of the pulse train at low frequency (5Hz) shows a predictable changes 

in the degradation kinetics based on applied pulse duration (1%, 5% and 10%). 

 

The pulse duration is varied from 1% to 10%. The higher pulse duration diminishes the 

dye concentration more rapidly (at megahertz frequencies where the pulse can affect a 

plasma’s electron acceleration timescale this will come at the expense of reduced 

efficiency). The effect of increased pulse duration is the measured current (0.1mA, 

0.3mA and 0.5mA) that is delivered at 3.5kV and 5Hz. At these slow hertz pulse rates 

no substantial trend in efficiency is detected. 

 

It is of interest in these batch systems to understand if the power application technology 

or the external ballast impact these particular results. The external ballast is varied 

under the same applied power, frequency and reactor type to isolate any effect on the 

degradation efficiency. Changing the resistance from 100kΩ to 200kΩ to 300kΩ to 

500kΩ to 700kΩ only affects the power delivery from the IGBT to the load and left the 

degradation efficiency relatively unaffected. A plasma has its own capacitive behavior 

and an electrical optimization would not be difficult. It is sufficient to note that the 

efficiency remained constant based on the deposited power at the reactor. 
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Figure 95: The ballast resistance can improve degradation rate but not efficiency since it only changes 

the deposited power from each pulse. Larger ballasts take longer to deposit enough power to degrade 

the dye (red) while smaller ballasts allow higher currents during each pulse (blue).  

 

The stir speed within the vessel homogenizes the dye concentration within the vessel. 

The stir speed is changed from 0 to 1.8W to 2.5W. This is done to make certain that 

the dye changed identically through the whole reactor as interfacially reactive species 

are generated at the interface of the plasma liquid boundary. Without any stir rate, a 

strong color boundary is seen moving gradually downward from the interfacial point. 

Once the stir rate was increased to 1.8W, the data from both the 1.8W and 2.5W stir 

rates overlapped. This demonstrates that the dye is sufficiently well mixed. It does not 

mean that transport limitations do not exist. For example, several of the most reactive 

radical species persist in aqueous conditions for less than 10µs (for example OH-) 

before lowering their energy state through non-useful reactions. This means their 

mixing time is on a completely different mixing length scale than the dye or other 

longer lived electroactive species. It is these highest energy reactive species which can 

be better utilized in microsystems (as demonstrated by the four order of magnitude 

increase in plasma spray systems over batch systems). The stir velocity presented here 

is more than adequate to achieve well-mixed dye within batch reactor system. Stir 

powers 0W, 1.8W and 2.5W (overlapping the 1.8W) are plotted to demonstrate that the 

mixing is complete in terms of dye concentration. The batch reactor concentration will 
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be continually lowered. The lowered concentration will be passed through the small 

volume adjacent to the surface boundary with the plasma and react slower and slower 

as dictated by the rate law. This is the inherent disadvantage for batch systems with 

respect to flow through systems where in the highest concentration fluid is sent in and 

then out of a reactive element consecutively to the fluid packet preceding it. This 

ensures that the regions of high concentration of dye are not mixed with regions of low 

dye concentration. That contact pattern enhances the process conversion efficiency. 

The plot depicts the stir speed…(0), (1800mW), (2500mW) at 50% duty factor with an 

applied voltage peak at 3.5kV repeated at 5Hz. Poor mixing at 0W increases the 

variation implicated by the correlation coefficient of that trial.   

 

 

Figure 96: The dye is well mixed even if the most reactive radical species remain confined near the 

interface between the plasma and liquid boundary as defined by the lifetime of those species. The three 

curves (two overlap exactly) demonstrate the decoloration time for the same applied power under no 

stir power, 1.8W stir power and 2.5W stir power. 

 

Frequency can also be changed for a constant pulse duty such as the 10% which is 

applied during the 5Hz study. Of interest, is the exponent which at 3MHz and 10% duty 

factor shows the exact same degradation rate as the 5Hz and 1 - 5% duty factor. The 

efficiency is improved by an order of magnitude (based on oscilloscope 

measurements). This demonstrates that turning the discharge on and off does make a 
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higher overpotential and correspondingly higher concentration of high energy species. 

The only efficiency that can be achieved in these batch systems is to control the 

development of the plasma filament itself (which will not occur from small changes 

such as from 5Hz to 200Hz) or improve mass transport of short lived high energy 

radicals. This can be done by controlling plasma regime, nanoscale pulse durations 

(which was constant between these two studies) and improving the fluid interfacial 

contact. The best way to optimize the plasma filaments energy efficiency is to limit the 

discharge duration which is done by applying as short a pulse as possible at a moderate 

frequency to prevent discharges from interacting with each other. Again, when the 

frequency is adjusted at the same duty factor there is no improvement in efficiency until 

it begins to be on a time scale that limits the development of an individual plasma pulse. 

Otherwise, only the degradation rate is affected. The slower degradation rate on the 

following plot shows a degradation rate equivalent to that of 5Hz and 1 – 5% duty 

factor (oscilloscope averaged current of 0.1 to 0.3mA). The frequency is changed from 

5Hz to 3MHz at 3.5kV with the current drawn for each trial recorded as an average 

oscilloscope reading (0.5mA, 0.02mA) at 10%. The fluid is mixed at a stir power of 

1800mW. 
 

 

 

Figure 97: The frequency is changed from 5Hz to 3MHz at 3.5kV and it does impact efficiency once its 

pulse duration approaches the time scale that determines the development of the plasma filament. The 

efficiency is improved almost one order of magnitude by reducing the pulse duration at high frequency. 
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The optimum pulse duration for balanced generation of electrically active high energy 

and high concentration is investigated at the end of the flow through study using 

oscilloscope measurements of the applied signal. The batch reactor energy efficiencies 

appears highest for moderate kHz frequencies with microsecond pulse durations. The 

microplasma gap separation yields energy savings due to the reduced voltage necessary 

for that air separation. The influence this has on the rise and fall times of the pulse can 

easily be offset by pulse technology and circuit design compensating for the altered 

plasma capacitance and inductance. 

 

A final measurement of discharge efficiency is used to demonstrate that a batch system 

remains equally efficient regardless of its size (as long as it is well mixed in terms of 

dye). This is necessary to prove that the reactor type (flow through microplasma 

reactor) is inherently more efficient even at the same degradation rate based only on 

improved contact order mass transfer limitations. The 4ml cuvette batch reactor is filled 

to 2ml, 3ml and 4ml and the same applied pulse and separation gap maintained between 

trials. The resulting degradation rate is proportional to the volume and the final 

efficiency for each experiment is unchanged. 

 

 

 

Figure 98: The degradation rate is proportional to the vessel volume (2ml, 3ml and 4ml). Power input 

is equally efficient regardless of the starting fluid volume in the batch reactor. 
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6.7 – Results from a microplasma microchannel reactor 

 

The flow through microchannel device treats flow rates from 8.3ml/hr to 120ml/hr at 

peak voltages of 3.5 kV, average voltages of 500V and currents measured at under 

8mA. Liquid enters the cell through a stainless steel tube and travels from left to right. 

The electrodes emit plasma in the dc corona, spark discharge or glow regimes. Both 

the corona and glow discharge regimes can be pulsed by the external circuit to 50µs 

minimum pulse durations. The spark (left discharge) and corona (right discharge) are 

visible in the photograph below. The two different discharges are present at the same 

current due to the interchangeable relationship of current density with separation gap 

(ie. electric field). The separation gap is maintained at under 1mm. 

 

 

Figure 99: The flow through microchannel is 250µm wide as defined by the teflon spacer which is 

separating two glass microscope slides. Multiple plasma discharges are above the channel. 

 

The flow-through microplasma system passes fluid rapidly through the interface area 

between plasma and water. This prohibits fluid regions that are initially high in dye 

concentration from mixing with the downstream lower concentrations as is done in 

plasma batch reactors. Kinetic expressions include dye concentration in the degradation 

rate law. Since the concentration of dye is part of the kinetics, its increase in value does 

improve the expected degradation rate. This will improve efficiency based on greater 

utilization of the highest energy radicals that only exist at the plasma-water boundary. 
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These highest energy radicals have very short lifetimes before they chemically create 

lesser reactive oxidants that are longer lived. 

 

 

 

Figure 100: One microsyringe pump delivers dye to the microplasma reactor. The second microsyringe 

pump withdraws liquid out of the uv-vis spectrophotometer flow through cell. Continuous data is 

generated as the power or flow rates are altered and steady state performance is recorded. 

 

The first set of data that is generated to understand how much energy can be saved by 

using a flow through microreactor microplasma device. The flow rates are set to mimic 

the typical treatment rates in large scale batch reactors. The applied power at 3.5kV is 

reported. Data trials which are shown twice in the legend represent separate repeats of 

the experiment with repositioned electrodes. The results are consistent. The data forms 

a perfect fit with either natural logarithmic or exponential trends. Both of these 

mathematical forms being similar under the region of values to which they are applied. 

The trend in power would be expected as an exponential based on electron energy 

distribution formulations which could be suggested. 

 

A microreactor is capable of completely removing dye at improved flow rates and 

efficiencies compared to batch reactors. Superior heat and mass transport make the 

process controllable and scalable. The G factor for 50% removal will are recorded. 
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Figure 101: The power parameterization at a variety of different flow rates gives an idea of flow through 

reactor efficiency. The fastest flow rate is 2.5ml/min and the slowest flow rate used is 8.3ml/hr. 

 

It is useful to observe that a natural logarithm fits the data above very well at high flow 

rates. The same data can be plotted versus an exponential trend which fits the lower 

flow rates better. It is surmised that two effects exist. Dye degradation due to 

electrochemistry often show the natural logarithmic behavior. Batch reactor data 

almost always shows exponential behavior. The limiting factor for these kinetics is 

likely mass transport at the interface. This mass transport resistance should transition 

from limiting to non-limiting when the flow rate increases. This data is positive 

evidence that mass transport does alter the pseudo-first-order kinetics of the 

degradation process. This has been previously described using proportionalities to the 

plasma surface area.  
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Figure 102: The data transitioning to exponential kinetics for the microchannel flow through device. 

 

An optimal load line can be generated from the data by taking the interpolated 

degradation values along intersecting power consumption lines. The degradation for 

several power consumption rates is shown to possess a similar relationship to flow rate. 

The net implication is that a processing flow rate can be selected such as 0.25ml/min 

and the energy cost for the desired removal percent optimized. 

 

Figure 103: A typical batch reactor requires 100min to purify 100ml of water at much higher power 

consumption than 8W. This reactor treats 0.25ml/min from ppm to ppb concentrations with 8W. 
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The electrical frequency set at the function generator switching the IGBT open also 

depends on the plasma load. The transition point between plasma regimes impacts the 

energy efficiency. The crossover point from corona discharge to spark and to glow 

discharge occurs at the average currents such as that which is observed under 100kHz 

at this duty factor. 

 

Figure 104: The lower frequency measurements show no change in the degradation efficiency. Here the 

degradation rate can be seen to change at high frequencies until the system limit for opening the pulse 

network switch is reached. 

 

The electrical measurements also show how the current is used by the process. The 

reversal in degradation efficiency shows that the plasma discharge has stopped 

switching at this pulse duration. The reversal of the degradation rate is fully explainable 

by the applied waveform data. The transition from regime to plasma regime impacts 

the pulse network. Thus, the trend which contains the most information is kilohertz 

frequency pulses from 1-100 kHz. This pulse frequency allows the network to dictate 

the applied pulse and minimize wasted energy due to mass transport limitations by 

applying limited power pulses. Faster pulse frequencies interacted with the electrical 

generation system. Pulse duty must be very rapid to generate savings in electrical 

efficiency. These improvements in energy efficiency require sub-microsecond pulse 

durations. 
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A concise summary of the magnitude of energy savings possible when changing from 

batch to flow through microchannel devices is reported. Assuming no down-time for 

the batch system being refilled, the throughput flow rates are nearly identical. The 

energy efficiency is highly discharge dependent. The discharge is a function of the 

pulse forming network. The most efficient discharge is very short in pulse duration and 

has a very high interfacial area which is maximized using low energy discharges that 

can have multiple origins. Increasing the area and flow velocity and number of 

microdischarges all positively impact the energy efficiency of the system. The 

microdrip system is operated at 0.1ml/min and with a peak voltage of 10kV and was 

the only study to achieve nanosecond pulse duration. The current was limited to the 

corona regime which is at milli-amperage current levels for microgap separations. At 

microgap separations, water filaments were observed to form from which the 

propagating discharge. It may be the increase in surface area due to this filamentation 

of the dripping fluid which is responsible for the increased efficiency. It is possible to 

achieve higher electrical efficiency in a microchannel flow through plasma reactor 

which is open to the air.  

 

 

 

Figure 105: The energy efficiency results from the microdrip, batch and microflow devices tested during 

this study show increasing electrical performance for microflow devices using fast microsecond pulses 

with short pulse durations. 
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The device is scalable in series or parallel. The throughput is higher than can be 

tolerated in batch systems. The flow through system lasts longer than the duration of 

100+ hours. There is no noticeable electrode erosion from the low power discharges. 

The scale up from 1ml/min to 100ml/min can be accomplished by increasing the 

number of channels and creating an array of electrodes via EDM which would be in 

parallel electrically or by increasing the number of electrodes in series and using a 

higher voltage power source. The advantage of pulsed dc operation is the simplicity of 

the pulse forming network. The throughput of the microdrip reactor could also be 

increased by using stainless steel disposable injection arrays from micropoint 

technology. The liquid could drip from each of the tips towards a thin film of flowing 

liquid in the channel beneath. This device would easily treat 10ml/min. 

 

6.8 – Conclusion  

 

Corona discharge at a liquid interface of a conductive condensed phase is successful in 

completely decoloring Rhodamine B dye at high efficiencies in single pass through a 

microchannel device. The pseudo-first order kinetics are reported. The pre-exponential 

and activation energy terms are cataloged for different pulse frequencies, pulse 

durations, flow rates, feed concentration and input power. These parameters are used 

to calculate the efficiency factor G50% which is the energy needed to remove 50% of 

the initial dye concentration. This energy is compared to the energy required for the 

same initial dye concentration in a batch system.  The understanding of the performance 

limitations and benefits of flow through microsystems has allowed higher electrical 

efficiencies to be achieved. Strong performance increases are encountered when using 

nano and micropoint electrodes at short pulse durations. Microplasma gap separations 

allowed orders of magnitude in power to be conserved during pre-breakdown phase. 

This study represents a complete dataset generated by a single electrical delivery 

system for both batch and flow through microchannel devices. A table of efficiencies 

has been generated from several of the experiments that are recorded in order to 

establish the parameters that benefit advanced oxidation of organics in water streams. 

Both the stirred cuvette reactor and flow-through microchannel device are used as a 
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reaction vessel in which Rhodamine B is completely decolored with different 

efficiencies. The stirred cuvette reactor is studied by parameterizing starting volume, 

applied power, pulse duration, pulse frequency, electrical ballasting, and stir speed. The 

flow-through microchannel device had a much higher surface to volume ratio which is 

typical for microreactors. This higher surface area utilized a greater number of OH 

radicals at the plasma interface before their brief chemical lifetime (~10µs) generated 

lesser reactive oxidative species in the bulk. The processing power and flow rates 

necessary to completely decolor Rhodamine B (Co is 5ppm) have been determined. The 

concentration has been monitered in-line with the flow-through microchannel reactor 

using coupled Avantes spectroscopic probes. A detailed electrical pulse generation 

study has been performed to make this study relevant and comparable to other research 

using different pulse generators. Processing curves relating power to flow rate and 

degradation rate are generated for future study of more numerous arrays of 

microchannels capable of processing larger flows (> 100 ml/min). The energy cost in 

moles degraded per joule of input energy is recorded for the experimental systems. 
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Chapter 7- Conclusion and Future Research 

7.1 – Conclusion  

 

The study of the activation of chemical reactions using room temperature corona and 

glow discharge plasmas has been accomplished.  The similarity between high pressure 

microplasmas and low pressure plasma is explored in terms of electrical 

characterization. This information is used to create the first stable field of microcoronas 

which are confined in a microchannel device for chemical synthesis. Micropoint 

electrodes are activated in atmospheric pressure air and other gas streams. Optical 

emission of the plasma in nitrogen and methane is recorded. 

 

This use of electrical energy to drive chemical reactions has been applied to enable high 

conversion of methane to ethylene in an ultrafast nitrogen flow. Single microplasma 

devices, series of microplasmas and arrays of microplasmas have been tested using 

methane in the hydrocarbon coupling reaction. The hydrocarbon upgrading of methane 

towards C8 hydrocarbons in 50%-90% nitrogen feed is extensively examined and forms 

the basis for a finite element gas phase reaction engineering model. Methane 

conversion reaches as high as 80% with 80% selectivity to C2 hydrocarbons which is 

predominately ethylene. The efficiency of the conversion of electrical energy directly 

to chemical potential is as high as 45% even under conditions of gas bypass. 

 

Finite element modelling is successful in extracting useful kinetic parameters from 

fitting of power data. These parameters form the basis for a predictive model that allows 

the conversion and electrical efficiency to be known for a wide variety of reasonable 

flow and feed compositions. This model can lead to improved reactor design by 

structuring the placement of discrete plasma filaments in residence time controlling 

arrays based on their relative positions. FEM software has successfully predicted trial 

runs from experimental datasets. Several different gas phase reactions have been 

investigated in terms of conversion and electrical efficiency.  
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The dry reforming of methane with carbon dioxide to produce synthesis gas is 

examined on a microreactor platform. Single microplasma devices, series of 

microplasmas and arrays of microplasmas have been tested in the dry reforming 

reaction of methane with carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide conversions as high as 70% 

were achieved with 90% selectivity to synthesis gas. Coke formation has been 

catalogued based on feed composition and is reduced from 10-12% in 1cm discharges 

to 1-2% in microdischarges with ultrafast flow rates. A notable discovery is that, unlike 

thermal processes, nonthermal microplasma can process feeds rich in methane (30%) 

without any accumulation of carbon solid due to carbon radical suppression from flow 

induced cooling. 

 

Low energy dc corona discharge has been used to decolorize dye in a stirred cuvette 

reactor and in flow-through microchannel devices. The electrical pulse system has been 

simplified and thoroughly documented. The peak voltage of the low power plasma is 

set at 3.5kV and the electrical efficiency across several different types of reactor 

platforms has been accomplished within a single study. The average power of the 

discharge ranges from 1-10W. Absorption spectroscopy of the fluid in a flow through 

uv-vis cell is used to monitor concentration changes over time. Factors that improve 

the electrical efficiency or fluid throughput are recorded for each system change or 

parameter sweep. Nano and microsharp electrodes have been tested. Nano and 

microsecond pulse durations have been studied. Fluid volume in the batch 

configuration and flow velocity in the microchannel configuration have been compared 

to find fluid turn-over treatment times. This is the first known microchannel device in 

which dye can be completely decolored at high efficiencies compared to point electrode 

tank systems. This is accomplished by the understanding the lwo energy dc corona 

microplasma generated from microsharp electrodes and electrode microarrays, 

nanosecond pulse generators, microchannel devices and nonthermal microplasma 

regimes. 
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7.2 – Future Research 

 

This research lays the foundation for more detailed studies focusing on ultrashort gas 

residence times in fields of dc microplasma generated at micropoint electrodes. There 

are six fundamental recommendations for continued research in chemical synthesis in 

corona microreactors. 

 

Future optimization of the flow path using microarchitectured channels should be 

pursued in order to reduce bypass limits which exist in the present systems. The 

dimensions of inlet holes that are valuable for this type of chemical conversion has 

been detailed in this study. The 100µm tube diameter at the inlet creates meter per 

second flow velocities in the microchannel devices. 

 

Ultrafast flows through venture tubes could induce gas cooling. This is a useful tool for 

plasma microreactor systems that might allow them to obtain extremely high selectivity 

at a specific stage in the hydrocarbon coupling reaction. For example, a venturi tube 

can induce cooling after the flow path crosses five plasma discharges and methane has 

been completely converted to butene to stop the reaction from progressing.  

 

The gas flows in this study have always been saturated with water vapor which may 

inhibit large hydrocarbon formation through oxidation reactions and quenching. A 

detailed parameterization of water vapor content might result in a better understanding 

of how this quenching can be used to optimize selectivity or control product type. 

 

 Active reactor cooling using water cooled heatsinks on fiberglass microreactors would 

result in the ability to compare the electrical energy efficiency in terms of another 

(besides chemical energy) of its primary sinks (waste heat). Other energy sinks include 

the flow work done on charged gas in the electric field and optical light emission.  

 

A unique feed implementation could improve the overall productivity and resulting 

product type. For example, side addition of methane (added methane along the length 
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of the microreactor) would provide reactant that is fully saturated to the sequentially 

dehydrogenated coupled hydrocarbon products to prevent overdehydrogenation to less 

valuable chemical commodities while still promoting chain growth to high molecular 

weight liquid fuels confined to the vapor phase at moderate temperature.  

 

Temperature and pressure should be parameterized within the microreactor to examine 

its effect on chain growth and carbon formation. 

 

 

7.3 – Broader Impacts 

 

Beyond the research kinetics and experimental data generated in this study, there is a 

framework for new chemical industries based on dc corona microreactor devices that 

would broaden the US national energy portfolio. Many US methane resources are not 

currently economically feasible to exploit. Methane venting from coal beds in rural 

pockets, methane hydrates and biogas fuels all offer potential energy sources. These 

remote sources, some of which are potential renewable fuels, are lost to the atmosphere. 

This technology promotes energy capture by chemical synthesis to produce recoverable 

liquid chemicals from untapped, existing methane sources.  

 

Also, it is possible to utilize carbon dioxide in combination with methane during carbon 

dioxide dry reforming of methane. This dc corona microreactor system has been 

demonstrated to produce synthesis gas from the carbon dioxide dry reforming of 

methane. Synthesis gas is a valuable precursor to liquid fuels. If renewable energy 

could be directly incorporated into reconverting carbon dioxide and methane into fuels, 

a more effective fuel based transportation system could be maintained indefinitely.  

 

As mentioned before, increasing urbanization of an expanding population intensifies 

the need for groundwater reuse. This introduces additional health concerns beyond 

chemical sanitation and storage of the reused water. There are chemical derivatives of 

medicinal drugs, fertilizer byproducts and even accumulation of haloacetic acids from 
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city water sanitation treatment that need to be considered if groundwater is to remain 

healthy. The dc corona microchannel reactor has proven capable of completely 

decoloring Rhodamine B water streams at a concentration of 5ppm to below the 

quantification limit of the spectroscopy system. 

 

Low energy dc microcorona reactors have the potential to positively impact the 

combination of renewable energy and chemical synthesis and clean groundwater 

streams of trace toxic organic contaminants. These are key society challenges facing a 

growing US and world population. 
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7.4 – Appendix 

 

Gas chromatography is performed by sampling three background gas chromatography 

traces for each of the following: air without plasma, air with plasma, the gas mixture 

with plasma and then with whatever changes are made to plasma parameters. The 

sample loop is reloaded after the first two peaks in the GC trace are completely 

described. During replicates, the time to steady state prior to sampling is varied in order 

to make certain that sampling does not impact the process. After the experimental 

period is completed, the methane is turned off and gas chromatography traces taken 

until the methane peak is completely gone. If all byproduct peaks are also eliminated 

in the air plasma, they were a direct result from plasma reactions driven with methane. 

If not the reactor walls must be removed further from the electrodes to prevent reactive 

sputtering of the spacer and exposed polymers. In the final study, these polymers were 

replaced with flame proof fiberglass spacers. A helium ionization detector with 30sccm 

helium flow is used throughout the study. The column tube is a Haysep D (3.17mm 

outer diameter that is 2m in length). An example raw output from the helium ionization 

detector is shown in Figure 106. 

 

 

 

Figure 106: The raw chromatogram of carbon monoxide, methane, ethylene, acetylene, propene, 

propane and butane. 
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An example calibration curve for the response of these compound with changing 

injection volume is shown in Figure 107. 

 

 

 

Figure 107: The calibrated injection volume shows a linear detector response over the required injection 

amount for each compound. 

 

The data from the gas chromatograph is recorded as a response area verses residence 

time. This area is integrated. The injection column that is used during experimentation 

is 150µL. A response of for ethylene of 11,400 Volts∙s corresponds to an injected 

amount of 20.25µL. This would correlate to a 20/150 molar ratio or 13.5mol% 

(considering that volume is related to molar amount linearly by the ideal gas law). The 

13.5mol% can then be converted to a mass rate or mass percent since the total mass 

input and specie molecular weight is known. This mass balance includes input, output 

and accumulation and is used to compare FEM calculations to the experimentally 

extracted data sets. 

 

Uv-vis of liquid samples is studied in two liquid reactors. A quartz cuvette with fiber 

optic attachments is used for the stirred tank reactor study. The quartz cuvette is 

transparent on each side and strongly transmits ultraviolet light. It holds 4ml. Its raw 
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absorbance profile and the resulting calibration curve for absorbance versus 

concentration under a combined deuterium tungsten lamp is shown below. 

 

 

 

Figure 108: One of the data samples used to create the calibration curve near 1 ppm is shown as an 

example of the raw colorimetric absorption study. 

 

 

 

Figure 109: The photon count at the frequency of 530 nm is used to calculate the absorbance from blanks 

to produce the classical Beer’s law relationship which is linear between concentration and absorbance 

under dilute conditions. 
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The second uv-vis cell is for the flow through study. A brass fitting is fashioned on a 

microCNC machine with an optimized path length for the rhodamine compound. 

Avantes optical fibers with windows were inserted into 1.58mm ferrules in-line with 

the flow path of the cell. The flow-through cell calibration curve for normalized 

concentration versus absorbance units is shown in Figure 110. The maximum 

concentration for the study is 4ppm based on signal saturation at higher concentrations. 

 

 

 

Figure 110: A second calibration was required for a custom fabricated flow cell which had a different 

pathlength than the cuvette coupled Avantes cell. The custom flow cell is milled on a microCNC brass 

and fabricated with a 1.58mm ID using stainless windowed Avantes optical fiber inserts. 

 

The tungsten and deuterium lamp for the detector also is replaced at the 1000hr mark 

of this study. The data for the liquid uv-vis system is recorded as an absorbance and 

converted to concentration by calibration curve. The calculation of G-factor or energy 

consumption is also simple convention. The following definition for fifty percent 

removal energy efficiency will be used throughout this thesis. 
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